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The world is waking up to a new world just as people

around the world were getting used to what havoc

disruptive technologies can wreak. Now it is time for

disruptive personalities. Yes, you are right. I am talking

about Donald Trump and what he stands for. It is not

every day that such personalities monopolise

international discourses with such extreme passion.

Sociologists are busy trying to decipher the

phenomenon that he has come to represent. It is rare

that in today's modern society negativism becomes

the passport to popularity. Right from the word go

ever since he came on the American electoral scene

Trump had made it a point to be politically incorrect

and has made a virtue of it. What is more, the more

politically incorrect he is, the more popular he

becomes. This seems to surprise even the incurious

and boorish Trump himself. Trump wants to be the

President of America with a unique one point agenda

and the agenda is Trump himself. The Republican

voters on their part do not seem to mind even this

judging by the victories notched up by Trump so far.

By conventional wisdom he is a walking - talking

disaster pushing the super power he seeks to

represent into a corner and on the defensive. Uncle

Sam now looks more like Ugly Sam. Trump is trashing

with impunity all the professed values that the US

seeks to represent in a civilised world. Trump is preying

on the fears of the people of his country and is pushing

them to become isolationists and xenophobic. The

American public is aghast and so are the people

elsewhere. A Republican Party candidate who stood

no chance of coming anywhere close to being

nominated as a candidate has today become the

presumptive nominee of the Grand Old Party. Donald

Trump, the new enfant terrible on the political scene

in America has effectively hijacked the Republican

Party unburdened either by convictions or ideologies.

In the process Trump has all but destroyed the Party

of Lincoln and Reagan. Now the attention is shifting

FROM THE DESK OF THE CHAIRMAN

from the candidate to the people who want him as a

candidate. Suddenly analysts are realising that there

is a huge pent up anger against what the

establishment in Washington represent. No one

including Trump himself seems to have seen it

coming. A disillusioned population is up in arms and

is now prepared to prop up the most obnoxious of

candidates to be their President just as an act of

vengeance. Trump has managed to shift the course

of discourse during the election season from policies

to polemics. If Trump's tirade against the Mexicans

has managed to antagonise US's neighbours, his

diatribe against the Muslims is all set to fan further

terrorist activities and mutual hatred and suspicion in

the society at home. No American election in the US

has ever been this bitter at home and so disastrous

for America's reputation abroad. This is the first time

in history that the election for a President has attracted

so much attention even at the primary stage itself.

Remember that the show is yet to begin and Trump

is a reality show host!

Vijay Mallya is the latest fallen idol and is everybody's

favourite whipping boy these days. The King of Good

Times now dominates the headlines for all the wrong

reasons proving once again that there is always a

price tag attached to one's celebrity status. Mallya

was everybody's secret envy and today those envied

his life-style are deriving a sadistic pleasure in

hounding him. Mallya inherited a liquor company at a

relatively young age from his father with little to write

home about either the company or its products. With

a society evolving and an environment changing to

accept certain societal norms aping the West it did

not take too long for the liquor business to flourish

and catapult Mallya to a cult status. With a heady

mixture of money, entertainment, glamour and

political influence no one ever imagined that Mallya's

dream run could ever end. With an Emperor size ego

the King appointed himself as the brand ambassador
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for his company and its products. You become your

own enemy when your ego takes over you. Much

against the sane advice of all his advisors and

managers Mallya decided that his bird on the logo

must really fly, albeit as a plane - a decision taken to

pamper his own ego hungry for glamour. But then,

Mallya never had any experience of failure and as far

as he is concerned he is the one with the Midas touch.

That was the beginning of the end of one of the most

colourful business tycoons of our times. Mallya after

being in a state of denial about his impending

bankruptcy has taken the extreme step of running

away from the scene, nay country. From far away

London he has now made an offer to settle part of

the dues he owes to the banks expecting the other

part to be waived off. Even before the ink has dried

on the paper on which the liquor baron has made the

offer another massive controversy has erupted all over

again in the media. If you go by the media discourse,

believe it or not, Mallya has insulted the nation by

making an offer to partially meet his obligation as per

the judgment of the kangaroo courts conducted in

the TV studios. Never mind that the lenders have not

even seen the offer made by Mallya. Now come to

the moot point. Had Mallya been a less flamboyant

and a less obscenely exhibitionistic entrepreneur

chances are that he would have been still in India

and still be negotiating with the Banks. That was not

to be for the play boy businessman. When the

attention is focussed only on Mallya there are those

who are who are likely to get off the hook. They are

the lenders. Mallya at one level has done a favour to

all of them by being the fall guy just because of his

obscenely brass life style. Behind every wilful defaulter

there is a lender who makes a windfall. Mallya is guilty

of gaming the system. But then, it takes two to tango.

Those who played with public funds to finance Mallya's

ego are safe behind enquiries and investigations.

Everyone knows what happens to such investigations

behind smoke screen and how long it takes.

There is this occupational hazard associated with

writing on topics that becomes sensitive because of

a surcharged atmosphere. Ignoring such subjects

would, on the other hand, amount to undermining the

importance of debates on such issues. Expression of

opinions on a subject like nationalism is one such. In

the din it is easy for one to get branded as anti national

and risk being ostracised as unpatriotic. One of the

raging controversies today is what constitutes

nationalism and if it is the same as patriotism. You

will get diametrically opposite views depending on

whom you ask. Even in this polarised atmosphere it

is necessary to understand what these expressions

stand for. It is not just an exercise in semantics. It is

much more. Patriotism and nationalism though may

look similar but not identical. One's response to these

also has to be judged based on the subtle differences

they convey. All anti national statements may not be

unpatriotic. James Harris, the famous American

journalist succinctly differentiated nationalism and

patriotism so well once. As his take on the subject

cannot be improved upon let me quote him verbatim

thus: "The difference between patriotism and

nationalism is that the patriot is proud of his country

for what it does, and the nationalist is proud of his

country no matter what it does; the first attitude

creates a feeling of responsibility, but the second a

feeling of blind arrogance that leads to war." If the

JNU variety romanticises anti nationalism and thrives

on the publicity it generates the other side equates

these as acts of sedition. Surely, there must be a more

objective and a sane middle road. The only take-away

from these high pitched debates on this subject is

that Indian democracy is becoming more and more

cantankerous and more and more difficult to manage.

The day of reckoning is here for Indian industry and

the latter is learning to live with the vagaries of

business and the consequences of business cycles.

Tata Steel has done the unthinkable. Tatas have

decided to put on the block their most prestigious

acquisition abroad, the Corus Steel. For the poster

boy of Indian industry the takeover of the UK company

was a trophy acquisition. With the commodity cycle

hitting the trough the Tatas have no place to hide the

red ink on its Balance Sheet. After a marathon

meeting the Board of Tatas has decided to call it quits.

And perhaps rightly so. Business is an economic

activity that may undertake social initiatives but it

cannot be a charitable organisation incidentally

carrying out business ventures. Coming as it does

from the house of Tatas one may feel dismayed that

things have to come to such a pass that the company

had to shut down its operations in the UK. It is better

in the interest of all that unviable units are not kept
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alive through artificial resuscitation for the sake of

one's vanity or for ideological reasons without

economic justification.

President Obama is a busy man these days in his

last year of presidency. He is on overdrive to give

finishing touches to his legacy with time running out

faster than ever before to do something for the future

generations to remember him by and cherish. Like

every other lame duck President in the last year of

his presidency there is only so much that he can hope

to achieve now. The final year of Presidency is always

difficult for the incumbent what with every hopeful

candidate targeting him for all the miseries the

population is undergoing. If the ruling party candidates

distance themselves from the incumbent President's

policies, those from the other party roundly criticise

him for all the ills the entire world suffers from. In this

election season however the criticism of the President

has been more strident than usual and so much more

vicious. Let the truth be told. The world affairs are

less amenable today than ever before to the

machinations of the sole super power. That gives

reason enough for the people of that country to aspire

for someone else (read Donald Trump) who will make

America great again. Obama's legacy will depend on

how the American Supreme Court would decide upon

some his signature initiatives on health care and

immigration. Fortuitously Obama got an unexpected

chance to cement his legacy when one of the

conservative Supreme Court judges died suddenly,

creating a vacancy on the Bench. Obama on his part

has promptly nominated someone of his choice for

this position and is asking the Senate to give him a

hearing before confirmation. However, the Congress

is in no mood to oblige. But the President has thrown

down the gauntlet. These manoeuvres are important

for Obama as his legacy is dependent on the

ideological composition of the Bench. Away from the

Court and the Congress Obama on his part is doing

things which he hopes would be hailed as historic, if

not momentous. Like the steps that he has taken to

normalise relations with Cuba. By the end of the day

Obama may go down in history as a President who

took all the right decisions only to be thwarted by a

antagonistic Congress. History may yet judge him

more benignly once it gets to evaluate his legacy with

the performance of the new incumbent President. It

is my bet that Obama may get judged on par with

Reagan as time goes on.

Thank you.

Venkat R Venkitachalam
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CUSTOMS

Notifications:

Tariff:

• Duty rate on Butter, ghee and butter oil is
applicable @ 30% till 30th June 2016 & Duty rate
of Wheat is applicable @ 25% till 31st March
2016. [Notification No. 24/2016 dated 28th

March 2016]

• HRD Diamond Institute Private Limited, Mumbai,
Maharashtra can procure cut and polished
diamonds without payment of Duty subject to
following the conditions of exemption notification.
[Notification No. 25/2016 dated 30th March

2016]

• Duty rates for goods imported by passenger or
a member of a crew as baggage, has been
increased from 30% to 35% [Notification No.

26/2016 dated 31st March 2016]

• Indian passport holder coming back to India after

spending more than 365 days in abroad in
proceeding two years is exempted from payment
of duty in excess of 15 % on electronic products
as specified in the Notification. [Notification No.
27/2016 dated 31st March 2016]

• Duty rates on specified goods imported from
Japan has been reduce by almost 50%.
[Notification No. 28/2016 dated 31st March
2016]

Non-Tariff:

• India-ASEAN Trade in Goods Agreement
(Safeguard Measures) Rules, 2016 has been
notified. It is to insure the safeguard of domestic
industry from serious injury them as a
consequence of increased imports of a good into
India in terms of the India-ASEAN Trade
Agreement. [Notification No.37/2016-Cus(NT)

dated 04th March 2016]

• Tariff Value of following Imported goods have
been amended as given below:

Sl. Chapter/ heading/ Description Tariff value (US $

No. sub-heading/tariff item of goods Per Metric Tonne)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

1 1511 10 00 Crude Palm Oil 698

2 1511 90 10 RBD Palm Oil 706

3 1511 90 90 Others - Palm Oil 702

4 1511 10 00 Crude Palmolein 711

5 1511 90 20 RBDPalmolein 714

6 1511 90 90 Others - Palmolein 713

7 1507 10 00 Crude Soyabean Oil 767

8 7404 00 22 Brass Scrap (all grades) 3030

9 1207 91 00 Poppy seeds 2533
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Sr. Chapter/ heading/ Description of Tariff value US $

No. sub-heading / tariff item goods (Per Metric Tonne)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

1 80280 Areca nuts 2599

[Notification No.44 /2016-Cus (NT) dated 31st March 2016]

Sl. Chapter/ heading/ Description of Tariff value

No. sub-heading/tariff item goods (US $)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

1 71 or 98 Gold, in any form in respect of which the 402 per 10 grams

benefit of entries at serial number 321 and

323 of the Notification No. 12/2012-Customs

dated 17.03.2012 is availed.

2 71 or 98 Silver, in any form in respect of which the 502 per kilogram

benefit of entries at serial number 322

and 324 of the Notification No. 12/2012 -

Customs dated 17.03.2012 is availed.

• Customs (Import of Goods at Concessional Rate

of Duty for Manufacture of Excisable Goods)

Rules, 1996 have been amended. Now the bond

to be executed by the manufacturer shall be

supported by a surety, the word security has

been excluded. Also have added new Rule that

reference to the old rules in any rule, notification,

circular, instruction, standing order, trade notice

or other order, shall be construed as a reference

to the new rules. [Notification No.39 /2016-Cus

(NT) dated 15th March 2016]

• Kashipur District U.S. Nagar, has been appointed

as Customs Port for Unloading of imported

goods and loading of export goods.

[Notification No.40/2016-Cus(NT) dated 16th

March 2016]

• Kakrawah, Siddharthnagar District, Uttar Pradesh

is appointed as land customs station for the

purpose of clearance of baggage, passenger

vehicles and tourist vehicles. [Notification

No.42/2016-Cus(NT) dated 29th March 2016]

• The Customs Baggage Rules 2016 have been

amended. Highlights of which are as below.

o An Indian resident or a foreigner residing in

India or a tourist of Indian origin can import

articles other than used personnel effects

& travel souvenir for value upto Rs. 50000/

- without payment of Duty

o Tourist of Foreign origin can import articles

other than used personnel effects & travel

souvenir for value upto Rs. 15000/- without

payment of Duty. [Notification No.43/

2016-Cus(NT) dated 31st March 2016]

Anti-Dumping Duty:

• Definitive Anti-Dumping duty is imposed on

Phenol (2907 11 10), originating in, or exported

from the European Union, Singapore and Korea

RP. It shall remain in force from 8th March 2016

to 7th March 2021. [Notification 06/ 2016 - Cus

(ADD), dated 08th March 2016]

• Definitive Anti-Dumping duty is imposed on

Polypropylene (3902 10 00, 3902 30 00),

originating in, or exported from Singapore. It shall

remain in force from 8th March 2016 to 7th March

2021. [Notification 07/2016-Cus (ADD), dated

08th March 2016]

• Amendments have been made in Notification No.

27/2014-Customs (ADD), dated the 13th June,

2014, imposing anti-dumping duty on imports of

Homopolymer of Vinyl Chloride Monomer (3904)

originating in or exported from Taiwan, the
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People's Republic of China, Indonesia, Japan,

Korea RP, Malaysia, Thailand and the United

States of America. Amendments are made w.r.t

country of export. [Notification 08/2016-Cus

(ADD), dated 11th March 2016]

• Definitive Anti-Dumping duty is imposed on all

kinds of Plastic processing machines or Injection

moulding machines (8477 10 00) originating in,

or exported from Chinese Taipei, Philippines,

Malaysia or Vietnam. It shall remain in force from

15th March 2016 to 14th March 2021.

[Notification 09/2016-Cus (ADD), dated

15th March 2016]

• Definitive anti-dumping duty has been imposed

on imports of the '2-Ethyl Hexanol (2EH)'

(Chapter Heading - 29051620), originating in, or

exported from the European Union, Indonesia,

Korea RP, Malaysia, Chinese Taipei and United

States of America. It shall remain in force from

29th March 2016 to 28th March 2021.

[Notification 10/2016-Cus (ADD), dated 29th

March 2016]

• Definitive anti-dumping duty has been imposed

on imports of Tyre Curing Presses also known

as Tyre Vulcanisers or Rubber Processing

Machineries for tyres, excluding Six Day Light

Curing Press for curing bi-cycle tyres originating

in or exported from the People's Republic of

China. It shall remain in force from 29th March

2016 to 28th March 2021. [Notification 11/

2016-Cus (ADD), dated 29th March 2016]

• Provisional anti-dumping duty on have been

imposed on 'Glazed/Unglazed Porcelain/Vitrified

tiles in polished or unpolished finish with less than

3% water absorption' (Chapter Heading - 6907,

6908 or 6914) originating in or exported from

the China PR. It shall remain in force from 29th

March 2016 to 28th September 2016.

[Notification 12/2016-Cus (ADD), dated 29th

March 2016]

Safeguards Duty:

• Safeguard Duty have been levied on import of

Hot-rolled flat products of non-alloy and other

alloy Steel in coils of a width of 600 mm or more

(Chapter Heading 72253090) for import from

countries notified as developing countries other

than People's Republic of China and Ukraine. It

shall remain in force from 14th September 2015

to 13th March 2018. [ Notification No. 1/2016-

Customs (SG) dated 29th March 2016]

Circulars:
• It is declared that the domestic passengers who

board international flights in the domestic leg are

not required to file the Customs Baggage

declaration form. [Circular No. 08/2016 dated

8th March 2016]

• It is clarified that all microphones including

Wireless microphone sets/systems consisting of

one or more wireless microphones and a wireless

receiver are classifiable under tariff item 8518

10 00. [Circular No. 09/2016 dated 11th March

2016]

• CBEC has taken-up the task of implementing

'Indian Customs Single Window Project' to

facilitate trade. Following are some highlights,

o Online Clearance from Participating

Government Agencies (PGAs)

o Integrated Declaration under Customs

Single Window Project

[Circular No. 10/2016 dated 15th March 2016]

• The term "Other person" used in section 28(2) &

28(6) of the Customs Act,1962 have been

clarified as the one who happens to be co-

noticees for in the SCN for their act of commission

or omission other than demand of duty. If the

noticee pay the duty, penalty & interest, personal

penalty levied on this co-noticees will be

withdrawn. [Circular No. 11/2016 dated 15th

March 2016]

• In the wake of non-genuine transferable duty

credit scrips or DFIA in the market, department

have laid down procedure for verifying

genuineness of these scrips at each stage.

[Circular No. 12/2016 dated 28th March 2016]

Instructions:
• Bill of entry will be replaced by Integrated

Declaration w.e.f. 1st April 2016. Integrated

Declaration to includes details as below,

o Additional requirement as required by the
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Participating Government Agencies (PGAs)

for custom clearance of goods,

o Unique Consignment Reference for

identification of consignment in the

international supply chain.

o New Field is added for Payment Method

Code.

o Third party details of person who is going

to make payment on behalf of importer,

o Authorized dealer code of bank making

outward payment.

[F.No. 450/147/2015-Cus-IV dated 31th March

2016]

CENTRAL EXCISE

Notifications:

Tariff:

• No new notification

Non-Tariff:

• Following amendments has been made in

IGCRD Rules 2016;

- Effective date for Central Excise (Removal

of Goods at Concessional Rate of Duty for

manufacture of Excisable and Other Goods)

Rules, 2016 has been notified as 16th Mar

2016.

- Further for availing the benefit under the

rule there will not be requirement of

submission of security while executing the

general bond only surety is required.

- In the said rules new rule 8 is inserted to

interpret references in any rule, notification,

circular, instruction, standing order, trade

notice or other order for the Central Excise

for Central Excise (Removal of Goods at

Concessional Rate of Duty for Manufacture

of Excisable and Other Goods) Rules, 2001

as the Central Excise (Removal of Goods

at Concessional Rate of Duty for

Manufacture of Excisable and Other Goods)

Rules, 2016.

[Notification No.22/2016-CE (N.T.), dated 15th

Mar 2016]

Circulars:
• In case Set top box are imported by DTH service

providers which are installed at consumer free

of cost, the CVD is required to be paid on

transaction value instead of CVD on the basis of

retail sales price. This has been upheld by

Hon'ble Tribunal in case of M/s Bharti Telemedia

Ltd. The field formation are instructed to follow

the case. [Circular No.1020/8/2016-CX, dated

11th Mar 2016]

• It has been decided to constitute a Sub-

committee of the High Level Committee to

interact with Trade & Industry on imposition of

central excise duty on jewellery, chaired by Dr.

Ashok Lahiri. All the associations will be given

an opportunity to submit representation before

the sub-committee in writing and the all India

associations to state their case in person.

Sub-committee will include the issues related to

compliance procedure for the excise duty,

including records to be maintained, forms to be

filled including Form 12AA, operating procedures

and any other issue that may be relevant and

submit the report within 60 days of its

constitution.

Till the recommendation of the sub-committee

is finalized, the following shall be followed;

- All the payments of central excise duty will

be based on first sales invoice value

- The central excise authorities will not

challenge the valuation given in the invoice,

not visit the manufacturing units/shops/place

of business/residence of the jewellers, arrest

or criminal prosecution of any jeweller, no

search or seizure of stocks.

- Exporters will be allowed to export on self-

declaration and submission of LUT to

customs without ratifying by Central excise.

- The excise registration of the establishment

can be taken within 60 days from 1st Mar

2016. However, excise duty liability will be

effect from 1st Mar 2016, and assesse

jewellers permitted to make payment for

march along with Apr 2016.

[Circular No.1021/9/2016-CX, dated 21th Mar

2016]
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Instructions:
• Committee of Commissioners and Committee of

Chief Commissioners are empowered to review

the order passed by Commissioner (Appeals)

order or order of Principal Commissioner/

Commissioner respectively. It has been clarified

that there is no provision for reviewing the same

order twice by the Committee. Committee has

been instructed to strictly follow the provision laid

down in law and amount of involved before

preferring appeals against the order passed.

[Instruction No.F.No.390/Review/36/2014-JC,

dated 17th Mar 2016]

LBT:
• No new notification.

SERVICE TAX

Notifications:
• Amendments are been made in Service Tax

Return so as to made incorporate entries w.r.t

Swacch Bharat Cess therein. However revised

ST-3 utility is not yet released on ACES site.

[Notification No.20/2016 ST 8th March 2016]

• Just provision have been inserted in Rule 7 of

the Point of Taxation Rules, 2012. Now if the

service is provided & invoice is issued before

change of taxable liability then even if payment

is made after such event then rate prevalent at

the time of issue of invoice will prevail.

[Notification No.21/2016 ST 30th March 2016].

Circular:
• It has been instructed to Banks handling

government business to keep their counters

open for full day on 30th March 2016 & electronic

payment can be done till midnight of 31st March

2016. [Circular No. 191/09/2016 dated 29th

March 2016]

Instructions:
• The committee of Commissioners can order to

Appellate Tribunal to review the order if they

found that the same is not legal or proper. It has

been instructed to them that same order should

not be reviewed twice. Proper caution should be

taken in this respect. [F.No. 390/Review/36/

2014-JC dated 17th March 2016]

MVAT

Notifications:
• The returns in forms 423, 424, 231, 232, 233,

234 and 235 have been substituted for new one.

Highlights of the same are given below

o Invoice wise uploading of Sales and

Purchase annexures and auto-population of

returns.

o Transaction code wise punching of invoices

is to be done.

[Notification No. VAT/ADM-2016/1B/ADM-8

Extra.ord 17 dated 24th February 2016].

[Notification No. VAT/ADM-2016/1B/ADM-8

Extra.ord 18 dated 24th February 2016]. &

[Notification No. VAT/ADM-2016/1B/ADM-8

Extra.ord 19 dated 24th February 2016].

• Changes in composition have been made as

below,

o The claimant dealer can get certificate from

the Joint Commissioner of Sales Tax of the

concerned Nodal Division.

o Person opting out of the scheme can take

set off of the goods lying in the stock as on

date of his first return post composition

scheme.

o For retailers if turnover of sale of goods in

previous year is exceeding one crore then

the composition scheme is not available to

him.

[VAT 1516 / C.R. 51/Taxation-1 dated 30th

March 2016]

Class of Dealer
Composition

Amount earlier

Composition

Amount w.e.f. 1st

April 2016

For Restaurants

Eating House,

R e f r e s h m e n t

Rooms Boarding

e s t a b l i s h m e n t s

Factory Canteen

Clubs, Hotels and

caterers

Earlier tax payable

was 5% of the

turnover of sales for

registered dealers

Now for registered

dealer having

turnover less than 3

crores rate is 5% and

for having turnover

more than 3 crores

it is 8%. For

unregistered dealer

it is 10%.
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• Duty rates have been changed for products from

5% to 5.5% for products as specified in

Notification w.e.f 1st April. [VAT 1516/C.R. 31/

Taxation-1 dated 30th March 2016]

Circular:

• Changes made in automation processes are

clarified highlights of the same are as below.

o Registration: - Verification of identity of the

unit is to be done through Third Party

Integration.

o ITC :-As per new automated system dealers

will be able to see ITC mismatch report even

before filing the return.

o Verification of ITC credit passed on by the

vendor can be done.

o ITC in dispute to be reversed the next return

of buyer.

o Sales returns are also to be reconciled with

the debit notes details.

o Revision of return is to be done through

revision of annexures.

o Assessment is to be done through online

procedure.

o Refund:-Refund Calculator to enable the

assessee to understand the status of as to

whether any refund becomes due to him.

o Appeal:-Automatic final stay order can be

obtained by making payment of undisputed

tax liability.

o CST declaration:- invoice wise transactions

of interstate sales / purchase will be available

in the system, this will facilitate the

declaration generation.

[Trade Circular no. 7T of 2016 dated 25-02-

2016]

INCOME TAX:

Notifications:
• Depreciation rate for III. Plant & Machinery -

relating to mineral oil for Oil wells is notified @

15% on WDV from 1st Apr 2016. [Notification

No. 13 /2016, F.No.142/3 3rd March 2016-TPL]

• Tax exemption given for five years for 2014-2019

to the Karnataka Urban Water Supply and

Drainage Board a Board constituted under the

Karnataka Urban Water Supply and Drainage

Board Act, 1973 (Karnataka Act No. 25 of 1974),

in respect of the following specified income

arising to that Board, namely:-

(a) Establishment, administrative and

supervision charges collected as a

percentage of project cost prescribed by the

Karnataka Public Works Department

Accounts Code of Government of

Karnataka;

(b) Water charges collection for supply of water

to local bodies and directly to consumers;

(c) Interest on investments and fixed deposit

in banks;

(d) Rent collected for letting out head office

building 'JAL BHAWAN';

(e) Forfeiture of earnest money deposit.

Under clause 46 of section 10 of Income Tax

Act, 1962 subject to conditions mentioned

therein. [Notification No. 15 /2016, F. No.196/

6/2015-ITA-I dated 16th Mar 2016]

• Double taxation avoidance agreement for taxes

on income between the Government of the

Republic of India and the Government of the

Republic of Indonesia is made effective from 16th

Mar 2016. [Notification No. 17 /2016, F.

No.503/4/2005-FTD-II dated 16th Mar 2016]

• Method of determination of period of holding of

capital asset in following cases defined;

- The period for which any capital asset, other

than the capital assets mentioned in clause

(i) of the Explanation 1 to clause (42A) of

section 2 of the Act, is held by an assessee,

shall be determined in accordance with the

provisions of this rule.

- In the case of a capital asset, being a share

or debenture of a company, which becomes

the property of the assessee in the

circumstances mentioned in clause (x) of

section 47 of the Act, there shall be included

the period for which the bond, debenture,

debenture-stock or deposit certificate, as the

case may be, was held by the assessee prior
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to the conversion. [Notification No.

18/2016, F.No.142/1/2016-TPL dated 17th

Mar 2016]

• Now charitable or religious trust or institutions

can make investment or deposits in "Stock

Certificate" as defined in clause (c) of paragraph

2 of the Sovereign Gold Bonds Scheme, 2015,

published in the Official Gazette vide notification

number G.S.R. 827(E), dated the 30th October,

2015.  [Notification No. 21 /2016, F. No.142/1/

2016-TPL dated 23rd Mar 2016]

• CBDT notifies Forms Sahaj (ITR-1), ITR-2, ITR-

2A, ITR-3. Sugam (ITR-4S), ITR-4, ITR-5, ITR-

6, ITR-7 and ITR-V for AY 2016-17.

[Notification No. 24 /2016, F. No.370142/2/

2016-TPL dated 30th Mar 2016]

COMPANY LAW

Notifications:
• Amendment in The Companies (Share Capital

& Debentures) Rules, 2014 w.r.t. calculation of

Buy Back has been issued vide inserting following

proviso:

"Provided where the Audited Accounts are more

than six months old, the calculation with reference

to buy-back shall be on the basis of un-audited

accounts not older than six months from the date

of offer document which are subjected to limited

review by the auditors of the company."

[Notification No. G.S.R.(E) dated 10th Mar

2016]

• Clarifications w.r.t. exercising functional

jurisdiction of processing and disposal of e-forms

and all related matters pertaining to registration

of companies under Section 7, 8 and 366 of the

Companies Act, 2013 having territorial jurisdiction

all over India.

[Notification No. S. O. (E ) dated 23rd Mar

2016]

• Format of Form INC-11 i.e. Certificate of

Incorporation has been substituted vide

amendment of The Companies (Incorporation)

Rules, 2014.

[Notification No. S. O. (E ) dated 23rd Mar

2016]

Circulars:
• No new Circulars.

FOREIGN TRADE POLICY

Notifications:
• No New Notifications in this month

PUBLIC NOTICES:
• Tobacco Board, Guntur is authorized agency to

issue GSP Certificate for tobacco and its

products. [Public Notice No. 63/2015-20 dated

the 07/03/2016]

• SIONs of the 32 export products falling under

Chemicals and Allied Products Group are being

notified. (Sr.No. A-3645 to A-3677)

SION
Sl. No.

Description of Export Item
Export

Quantity
Quantity
allowed

Import Items

(1) (2) (3) (5)(4)

A-3645 Alendronate Sodium Tablets 70 mg (Each Tablet contains

Alendronate Sodium equivalent to 70 mg Alendronic acid)

1000
Tablets

93.152 gmAlendronate Sodium
Trihydrate

A-3646 Amikacin Sulphate Injection 500 mg/2ml  (Each 2 ml vial contains

Amikacin Sulphate equivalent to Amikacin 500 mg)

1000 vials 715.81 gmAmikacin Sulphate

A-3647 Amoxicillin and Potassium Clavunate 1000 mg Tablets (Each tab-

let contains Amoxicillin Trihydrate equivalent to Amoxicillin 875 mg

and Potassium Clavulanate equivalent to Clavulanic acid 125 mg)

1000
Tablets

1024.238  gm1) Amoxicillin Trihydrate

2) Diluted Clavulanate Potas-

sium (1:1)

A-3648 Amoxicillin & Clavulanic Acid  suspension 228.5 mg/5 ml in 100 ml

bottles. (Each 5 ml contains Amoxicillin  Trihydrate equivalent to

Amoxicillin 200 mg and Potassium Clavulanate  equivalent to

Clavulanic acid 28.5 mg)

1000
bottles

4200gm

1414.193 gm

1 Amoxicillin Trihydrate

2. Diluted Clavulanate Potas-

sium (1:1)

303.773 gm
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SION
Sl. No.

Description of Export Item
Export

Quantity
Quantity
allowed

Import Items

(1) (2) (3) (5)(4)

A-3649 Ampicillin and Sulbactam 750 mg for injection (each vial contains

Ampicillin Sodium equivalent to Ampicillin 500 mg and Sulbactam

Sodium equivalent to Salbactam 250 mg)

1000 vials 583.77 gm

302.22 gm

1) Ampicillin Sodium

2) Sulbactam Sodium

A-3650 Ampicillin injection 500 mg (each vial contains Ampicillin Sodium

equivalent to Ampicillin 500 mg)

1000 vials 583.77 gmAmpicillin Sodium

A-3651 Atorvastatin Tablets 10 mg(each tablet contains Atorvastatin Cal-

cium Trihydrate equivalent to 10 mg Atorvastatin)

1000
Tablets

11.059 gmAtorvastatin
CalcliumTrihydrate

A-3652 Benzylpenicillin Injection 5 Lac units (300 mg)  (each vial contains

Benzylpencillin Sodium equivalent to Benzylpencillin 300 mg)

1000 vials 35.171 gmBenzylpenicillin Sodium

A-3653 Cefadroxil (250 mg) and Potassium Clavulanate (62.5 mg) Dis-

persible Tablets (each tablet contains cefadroxil monohydrate

equivalent to 250 mg Cefadroxil on Anhydrous  basis and

Clavulanate potassium equivalent to Clavulanic acid 62.5 mg

1000
Tablets

267.622 gm

75.943 gm

1) Cefadroxil monohydrate

2) Potassium Clavulanate

A-3654 Cefixime for oral suspension 30 ml bottle (each 5 ml contains

Cefixime Trihydrate equivalent to Cefixime 50 mg on anhydrous

basis

1000
bottles

352.508 gmCefiximeTrihydrate

A-3655 Cefixime Tablets 200 mg (each tablet contains Cefixime

Tridhydrate equivalent to Cefixime 200 mg on anhydrous basis)

1000 Tab 228.294 gmCefixime Trihydrate

A-3656 Cefpodoxime Proxetil Tablets 200 mg (each tablet contains

Cefpodoxime Proxetil equivalent to Cefpodoxime 200 mg)

1000
tablets

266.10 gmCefpodoxime Proxetil

A-3657 Ceftriaxone and Sulbactam for injection. 1.5 gm (each vial con-

taining Ceftriaxone Sodium equivalent to Ceftriaxone 1 gm and

Salbactam Sodium equivalent to Salbactam 0.50 gm)

1000 vials As per SION
A-407

1) Ceftrixone Sodium sterile

2) Sulbactam Sodium sterile

A-3658 Cefuroxime Axetil Tablets 500 mg (each tablet contains Cefuroxime

Axetil equivalent to Cefuroxime 500 mg)

1000 Tab 614.878 gmCefuroxime Axetil

A-3659 Cefuroxime for injection 750 mg (Each vial contains Cefuroxime

Sodium equivalent to Cefuroxime 750 mg)

1000 vials 867.74 gmCefuroxime Sodium

604.44 gm

A-3660 Cefuroxime for oral suspension 125 mg/ 5 ml in 60 ml bottles

(each 5 ml containing Cefuroxime Axetil equivalent to Cefuroxime

125 mg)

1000
bottles

1899 gmCefuroxime Axetil

A-3661 Citicoline Injection 250 mg /ml (each vial contains Citicoline So-

dium equivalent to Citicoline 250 mg)

1000 vials 287.39 gmCiticoline Sodium

A-3662 Citicoline Capsules 500 mg (each capsule contains citicoline so-

dium equivalent to Citicoline 500 mg)

1000
capsules

532.950 gmCiticoline sodium

A-3663 Clopidogrel Tablets 75 mg (each tablet contains Clopidogrel

Bisulphate equivalent to Clopidogrel 75 mg)

1000
Tablets

99.814 gmClopidogrel Bisulphate

A-3664 Phenoxy Methyl Penicillin Potassium for oral suspension 250 mg/

5 ml in 100 ml bottles (each 5 ml contains Phenoxy Methyl Penicil-

lin Potassium equivalent to phenoxy methyl Penicillin 250 mg)

1000
bottles

5820 gmPhenoxy Methyl Penicillin Po-

tassium
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SION
Sl. No.

Description of Export Item
Export

Quantity
Quantity
allowed

Import Items

(1) (2) (3) (5)(4)

A-3665 Erythromycin Stearate for oral suspension 250 mg/5ml in 100 ml

bottles (each 5 ml contains Etrythromycin Stearate equivalent to

Erythromycin 250 mg)

1000
bottles

7284 gmErythromycin Stearate

A-3666 Levofloxacin Tablets 500 mg (each tablet contains Levofloxacin

Hemihydrate equivalent to Levofloxacin 500 mg on anhydrous

basis)

1000 Tab 522.750 gmLevolfoxacin Hemihydrate

A-3667 Meropenem for injection 1 gm (each vial contains

MeropenemTrihydrate equivalent to Meropenem Anhydrous 1

gm)

1000 vials 1255 gmMeropenemTrihydrate

A-3668 Methyl Prednisolone Sodium Succinate for injection 500 mg (each

vial containing Methyl Prednisolone Sodium Succinate equivalent

to Methyl Prednisolone 500 mg

1000 vials 729.30 gmMethyl Prednisolone Sodium

Succinate

A-3669 Metronidazole oral suspension 200 mg/5 ml, in 100 ml bottles(each

5 ml suspension contains Metronidazole Benzoate equivalent to

200 mg Metronidazole)

1000
bottles

6753 gmMetronidazole Benzoate

A-3670 Pefloxacin Tablet 400 mg (each tablet contains Pefloxacin Mesylate

equivalent to Pefloxacin 400 mg)

1000 Tab 569.731Pefloxacin Mesylate

A-3671 Phenoxymethyl Penicillin Potassium tablets 500 mg. (each tablet

contains Phenoxymethyl Penicillin Potassium equivalent to

Phenoxymethyl Penicillin 500 mg)

1000 Tab 565.453 gmPhenoxy Methyl Penicillin Po-

tassium

A-3672 Piperacillin and Tazobactam for injection 2.25 gm (each vial con-

tains Piperacillin Sodium equivalent to Piperacillin 2 gms +

Tazobactam Sodium equivalent to Tazobactam 0.25 gm)

1000 vials 2292.4 gm

295.0 gm

1) Piperacillin Sodium

2) Tazobactam Sodium

A-3673 Primaquine Phosphate Tablets 2.5 mg (each tablet contains

Primaquine Phophate equivalent to Primaquine 2.5 mg)

1000
Tablets

4.477 gmPrimaquine Phosphate

A-3674 Rosuvastatin 10 mg Tablets (each tablet contains Rosuvastatin

Calcium equivalent to Rosuvastatin 10 mg)

1000
Tablets

10.625 gmRosuvastatin Calcium

A-3675 Spectinomycin injection 2 gm/vial (each vial contains Spectinomycin

Hydrochloride equivalent to Spectinomycin 2 gm)

1000 vials 3278.00 gmSpectinomycin Hydrochloride

A-3676 Vancomycin Injection 500 mg (each vial contains Vancomycin

Hydrochloride equivalent to Vancomycin 500 mg, vial size less

than 10ml

1000 vials 566.50 gmVancomycin Hydrochloride

A-3677 Amoxicillin & Potassium Clavulanate for injection 1.2 g (each vial

contains Amoxicillin Sodium equivalent to Amoxicillin 1000 mg and

Potassium Clavulanate equivalent to Clavulanic Acid 200 mg

1000 vials 1320 gmSterile mixture of Amoxicillin

Trihydrate & Potassium

Clavulanate (5:1)

[Public Notice No. 64/2015-20 dated the 17/03/2016]
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• Items under ITC(HS) code 87082900, which did not
meet the description "Other- Brakes and Servo Brakes
and Part thereof" are not entitled for Focus Product
Scheme [Public Notice No. 65/2015-20 dated the
18/03/2016]

• Additional quantity of 723 MTs of raw cane sugar to
be exported to USA under TRQ upto 30.09.2016 has
been notified [Public Notice No. 66/2015-20 dated

the 21/03/2016]

TRADE NOTICES:

• Board of Trade has been reconstituted with the
objective to have continuous discussion &
consultation with the trade & industry and to advice
the government on the policy measures related to
Foreign Trade Policy in order to achieve the objective
of boosting India's Trade.  [Trade Notice No. 21/

2015-20 dated the 23/03/2016]

FEMA / RBI
• Grant of EDF Waiver for Export of Goods Free of

Cost

As per A.P. (DIR Series) Circular No. 94 dated April
26, 2003, GR waiver to exporters for export of goods
free of cost had been enabled. The facility had been
extended to Status Holders in the Handbook of
Procedures Vol-I of Foreign Trade Policy 2004-2009,
which states that Status Holders shall be entitled to
export freely exportable items on free of cost basis
for export promotion subject to an annual limit of Rs
10 lakh or 2% of average annual export realization
during preceding three licensing years, whichever is
higher.

Now, as per Notification No. 9/2015-2020 dated June
4 2015, Status Holders shall be entitled to export
freely exportable items on free of cost basis for export
promotion subject to an annual limit of Rs 10 lakh or
2% of average annual export realization during
preceding three licensing years whichever is lower.
AD - I banks must now consider requests from Status
Holder exporters for grant of Export Declaration Form
(EDF) waiver, for export of goods free of cost based
on the revised norms. [RBI/2015-16/332, A.P. (DIR
Series) Circular No. 53 dated 3rd March 2016]

• Participation of Stand-alone Primary Dealers in
Currency Futures Market

As per A.P. (DIR Series) Circular No. 05 dated August
06, 2008, persons resident in India were permitted to
participate in the currency futures market.

An announcement made in the Fourth Bi-monthly
Monetary Policy Statement, 2015-16, now permits
stand-alone Primary Dealers (PDs) to deal in currency

futures contracts traded on recognized exchanges
subject to the following conditions:

Eligibility:

o Exposure to currency futures will be treated as
a non-core activity for the PDs and only PDs
having a minimum Net Owned Fund of Rs. 250
Cr or any amount as prescribed for undertaking
diversified activity would only be allowed to
participate.

o The capital charge for market risk for the non-
core activities (including currency futures) which
are expected to consume capital should not be
more than 20% of the NOF as per last audited
balance sheet.

Membership:

o PDs are permitted to participate in the currency
futures market either as clients or direct trading
members of the currency derivatives segment.

o They can trade only on their own account and
are not allowed to take positions on behalf of
client

Position limits:

PDs are permitted to take long and short
positions in the currency futures market with or
without having any underlying exposure subject
to the position limits specified by the
exchanges. However, the aggregate gross open
positions across all contracts in all stock
exchanges in the respective currency pairs shall

not exceed the prescribed limits:

Currency Maximum Gross Open Position

Pairs

USD-INR Not exceeding 15% of the total open interest or

USD 50 million, whichever is higher.

EUR-INR Not exceeding 15% of the total open interest or

EUR 25 million, whichever is higher.

GBP-INR Not exceeding 15% of the total open interest or

GBP 25 million, whichever is higher.

JPY-INR Not exceeding 15% of the total open interest or

JPY 1000 million, whichever is higher.

Risk Management:
o PDs should lay down detailed guidelines on

risk management including exposure, risk
limits and reporting requirements with the
Board's approval for conducting this activity
and managing the risks.

o PDs should maintain adequate infrastructure
in terms of systems and manpower for
participation in currency futures.
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o PDs should put in place an appropriate system
to ensure strict observance of the prescribed
position limits.

General:

o For capital adequacy purpose, PDs may adhere
to the instructions prescribed in the Master
Circular on Capital Adequacy Standards and
Risk Management Guidelines for Stand-alone
Primary Dealers dated July 1, 2015.

o In case of failure to meet obligations in the
business of Government securities by the PD,
the RBI has the right to impose restrictions or
withdraw permission to deal in the currency
futures market.

[RBI/2015-16/339, FMRD.FMD.No. 02.03.183/7/
2015-16 dated 17th March 2016]

• External Commercial Borrowings (ECB) - Revised
framework for infrastructure sector

This is with reference to A.P. (DIR Series) Circular
No. 32 dated November 30, 2015 regarding External
Commercial Borrowings, Trade Credit, Borrowing and
Lending in Foreign Currency by Authorised Dealers
and Persons other than Authorised Dealers.

With respect to the prevailing long term lending
sources and the critical needs of infrastructure sector
of the country, the ECB guidelines have been
reviewed by the RBI in consultation with the
Government of India. Accordingly, the following

changes are made in the ECB framework.

Eligible Borrowers

• Companies in infrastructure sector, Non-Banking
Financial Companies who finance for Infrastructure
Finance Companies (NBFC-IFCs), NBFCs-Asset
Finance Companies (NBFC-AFCs), Holding
Companies and Core Investment Companies (CICs)
will also be eligible to raise ECB under Track I of the
framework with minimum average maturity period of
5 years, subject to 100 per cent hedging.

• Exploration, Mining and Refinery sectors which are
not included in the Harmonised list of infrastructure
sector but were eligible to take ECB under the
previous ECB framework (c.f. A.P. (DIR Series)
Circular No. 48 dated September 18, 2013) will be
deemed as in the infrastructure sector, and can
access ECBs as applicable under infrastructure
sector.

• Companies in infrastructure sector, Holding
Companies and CICs will continue to have the facility
of raising ECB under Track II of the ECB framework
subject to the conditionality's prescribed under Track

II.

End-use prescriptions

• Companies in infrastructure sector shall utilize
the ECB proceeds raised under Track I for the
end uses permitted for this Track.

• NBFCs-IFCs and NBFCs-AFCs will be allowed
to raise ECB only for financing infrastructure.

• Holding Companies and CICs shall use ECB
proceeds only for on-lending to infrastructure
Special Purpose Vehicles (SPVs).

Individual Limits

• The individual limit of borrowing under the
automatic route for above added companies shall
be as applicable to the companies in the
infrastructure sector, which is currently USD 750
million.

The companies added under Track I should have
a Board approved risk management policy. The
designated AD Category-I bank should verify that
100 per cent hedging requirement is complied
with during the currency of ECB and report the
position to RBI through ECB 2 returns.

RBI clarification on the ECB framework

• AD - I banks may allow refinancing of ECBs raised
under the previous ECB framework, provided the
refinancing is at lower all-in-cost, the borrower is
eligible to raise ECB under the extant ECB framework
and residual maturity is not reduced.

• ECB framework is not applicable in respect of the
investment in Non-convertible Debentures (NCDs) in
India made by Registered Foreign Portfolio Investors
(RFPIs).

• Minimum average maturity of Foreign Currency
Convertible Bonds (FCCBs)/ Foreign Currency
Exchangeable Bonds (FCEBs) is 5 years irrespective
of the amount of borrowing. Further, the call and put
option, if any, for FCCBs shall not be exercisable
prior to 5 years.

• Only those NBFCs which are coming under the
regulatory purview of the Reserve Bank are permitted
to raise ECB. Further, under Track III, the NBFCs
may raise ECBs for on-lending for any activities
including infrastructure as permitted by the concerned
regulatory department of RBI.

• The provisions regarding delegation of powers to
designated AD Category-I banks is not applicable to
FCCBs/FCEBs. [RBI//2015-16/349 A.P. (DIR Series)
Circular No.56 March 30, 2016]
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FX Updates

USD/INR ($)

The Rupee remained resilient in the previous month against the US Dollar and touched a monthly high of 66.41
levels. The local currency stayed strong largely due to expectations of an interest-rate cut by the RBI. The drop in
India's inflation levels and strength in local equities further aided the Rupee. Better-than-expected US GDP data
refocused the attention on the Fed's decision on an interest-rate hike. But, Fed Chair Janet Yellen statement that
rate-hikes would be gradual due to weak global economic outlook caused some concerns.

EUR/INR (   )

The INR remained rangebound against the Euro in the previous month. A mild rebound in global crude oil prices
helped the Euro trim some of its losses. The Euro was further boosted as the ECB announced a fresh round of
stimulus to boost the EZ economy. A cut in interest-rates was appreciated strongly by investors, supporting the
demand for the Euro. A minor improvement in German business sentiment further supported investor sentiment as
the common currency held on to its gains despite lack of major cues.

GBP/INR (£)

The GBP remained largely under pressure in the previous month due to rising concerns over Britain's position in the
EU. An unlikely support for Brexit by over 250 business leaders further dampened the demand for the Pound. The
GBP found some respite as the UK's Retail sales and labour market conditions improved. A higher-than-expected
jump in the UK's manufacturing output further supported investor sentiment. The Sterling touched a monthly high
of 96.66 levels, but the gains were erased following weak inflation data.

JPY/INR (¥)

The demand for the safe-haven Yen rose in the previous month due to rising global economic uncertainty and
geopolitical tensions in Europe and the Middle-east. The BoJ's decision to keep their monetary stimulus unchanged
supported investor morale. Japanese factory output fell in the previous month, raising concerns of a possible
recession in the economy. Weak industrial production data could pressurize the BoJ to extend its monetary
stimulus further in the coming month.

Tenure USD/INR EUR/INR GBP/INR JPY/INR

Current Levels (31/03/2016) 66.25 75.05 95.10 0.5894

1 Week 66.15-66.65 74.80-75.20 94.95-95.45 0.5885-0.5915

2 Weeks 66.05-66.85 74.55-75.30 94.90-95.55 0.5870-0.5930

4 Weeks 66.00-67.10 74.50-75.50 94.75-95.55 0.5855-0.5945

Key Economic Indicators

Date Currency Event Forecast Previous

04/04/2016 GBP Construction PMI - 54.2

05/04/2016 INR RBI Interest Rate Decision 6.75% 6.75%

05/04/2016 USD ISM Non-Manufacturing PMI - 53.4

06/04/2016 USD FOMC Meeting Minutes - -

12/04/2016 GBP CPI - -

14/04/2016 USD Core CPI - -

19/04/2016 EUR German ZEW Economic Sentiment - -

22/04/2016 EUR German Ifo Business Climate - -

27/04/2016 JPY Monetary Policy Statement - -
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CBEC Notified Exchange Rate for Conversion of Foreign Currency w. e. f, 5th

April, 2016 [Notification No.47 /2016-Customs (N.T) Dated 4th April 2016]

SCHEDULE - I

S.No. Foreign Currency

Rate of exchange of one unit of foreign currency

equivalent to Indian rupees

(For Imported Goods) (For Export Goods)

1 Australian Dollar 49.65 48.40

2 Bahrain Dinar 186.90 176.20

3 Canadian Dollar 50.60 49.55

4 Danish Kroner 10.35 10.05

5 EURO 77.05 75.20

6 Hong Kong Dollar 8.85 8.70

7 Kuwait Dinar 235.15 222.45

8 New Zealand Dollar 46.20 45.00

9 Norwegian Kroner 8.10 7.90

10 Pound Sterling 98.95 96.75

11 Singapore Dollar 49.25 48.25

12 South African Rand 4.65 4.40

13 Saudi Arabian Riyal 18.75 17.75

14 Swedish Kroner 8.15 7.95

15 Swiss Franc 69.80 68.05

16 UAE Dirham 19.15 18.10

17 US Dollar 68.95 67.90

18 Chinese Yuan 10.60 10.40

S.No. Foreign Currency

Rate of exchange of 100 units of foreign currency

equivalent to Indian rupees

(For Imported Goods) (For Export Goods)

1 Japanese Yen 60.15 58.80

2 Kenya Shilling 67.90 64.10

SCHEDULE-II
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Change the Practices
in New Financial Year 2016-17

By CMA Ashok B. Nawal
Contact: +91 9890165001 • Email: nawal@bizsolindia.com

Hon. Finance Minister - Shri. Arun Jaitely have

presented the budget on 29th February 2016. Though

changes made in the Finance Bill, will be effective

only after Finance Bill is passed in Lok Sabha & Rajya

Sabha and thereafter giving ascent to the bill by Hon.

President of India. However, the changes which has

been made through Non-Tariff notifications, amending

Central Excise Rules, Rules under Custom Act 1962

& Service Tax Rules will be effective from the date

specified in such notifications.

There are substantial changes, which will be effective

from 1st April 2016, which has been enumerated

below:

vvvvv Central Excise Rules 2002:

• Rule 8: Payment of duty: An assessee,

engaged in the manufacture or production of

articles of Jewellery, other than articles of silver

Jewellery but inclusive of articles of silver

Jewellery studded with diamond, ruby, emerald

or sapphire having the turnover of Rs. 12 Cr. in

the year 2015-16 then such units will have to

pay excise duty on monthly basis after crossing

the turnover of Rs. 6 Cr.

• Rule 11 (8): Goods to be removed on Invoice:

Now, digitally signed invoice can be handed over

to the transporter while removing the goods from

the Factory / Warehouse. There is no need to

sign / attest the invoice copy.

• Rule 12 (2) : Filing of Returns : From April 2016

onwards, only monthly returns in the form of ER-

1/ER-2 or Quarterly Return for SSI Units in Form

ER-3 needs to be filed. Assesses paying 1% duty

will have to file quarterly ER-8 Return. Annual

Return in the format to be prescribed (not yet

prescribed) to be filed on or before 30th

November 2016 by all the assesses.

Kindly note, following returns have been discontinued

and hence no need to file.

• ER-4 : Annual Financial Information Statement-

in case of duty payment either through PLA or

Cenvat or both together is more than Rs. 1 crore

in previous financial year.

• ER-5 : Information relating to Principal Inputs-in

case of duty payment either through PLA or

Cenvat or both together is more than Rs. 1 crore

in previous financial year.

• ER-6 : Monthly return of receipt and consumption

of each of Principal Inputs- to be filed by the

assessee required to submit ER-5

• ER-7 :  Annual Installed Capacity Statement

It is always advisable to carry out internal audit of

monthly returns submitted and if errors are noticed, it

can be corrected through filing the revised return by

end of same calendar month. In other words, April

Return is filed on or before 10th May. Internal Audit

shall be carried out immediately after filing the return,

so that necessary corrections, if any, required to be

made through revised return which needs to be filed

by 31st May.

Similarly, Annual Return required to be filed on or

before 30th November and it is advisable to carry out

the internal audit for confirming the accuracy after

reconciling with financial statement. However, if

required, revised Annual Return can be filed within

one month from the date of filing the original Annual

Return.

Rather it is advisable, no sooner, financial accounts

are audited Annual Return to be prepared and the

same can be audited prior to submission of Original

Annual Return.

• Rule 26: Personal Penalty: If the assessee

have paid duties, interest and 25% of penalty

(25% of duty) then no personal penalty can be

imposed on Directors, officers who have been

alleged to be abated for evasion of duty or

carrying goods needed to be confiscated.

v Cenvat Credit Rules 2004:

• Rule 2(a): Cenvat on Capital Goods: Now,

Output Service Provider can avail cenvat credit
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on wagons of sub-heading 860692. Needless to

say, 50% in first year and 50% in the subsequent

year.

• Rule 2(a): Cenvat on Capital Goods: Cenvat

Credit can be availed on all office equipments

received in the factory on or after 1st April 2016.

Office equipments includes all assets such as

furniture & computers that are absolutely

essential for operations. However, it is necessary

to receive the same in the factory for availing

the cenvat credit.

"Equipment' means "The act of equipping or

fitting or state of being equipped, to supply with

whatever is necessary to efficient action in the

way".

Equipment received in the factory or office located

in the factory premises, considering the definition

of "Equipment" will include Air Conditioners,

Coolers, Printers, Photocopiers, Computers and

anything which equips for running operations. In

other words, even the electrical fittings,

telephones, washing machine, Vacuum Cleaner,

etc. will also be entitled for Cenvat benefits.

Cenvat Credit on capital goods i.e. any goods

for water pumping which is installed outside of

the factory, can be availed.

• Rule 2(k): Enhancement of definition of

Inputs: Now, any capital goods having value of

Rs. 10,000/- per piece will be considered as input

instead of capital goods, thereby will be entitled

for 100% cenvat credit in the first year of receipt

itself. Further Goods (other than capital goods)

used for pumping of water for captive use will be

entitled for Cenvat Credit as Inputs. It is

compulsory to take credit as Input Credit. No

option to take as Capital goods credit.

Compulsory tracking in the credit availment

system. In other words cenvat Credit has to be

taken as input and not as capital goods. It is also

to be noted that, if credit under capital goods is

taken then balance 50% cannot be taken in the

subsequent year considering the period of

limitation for availing cenvat credit. Still, it will not

be free from litigation. It is also advisable to track

in ERP in the purchase order itself under the rate

column and decide the tax code accordingly.

• Rule 2(m): Enlargement of scope of Input

Service Distributor: Now even office of an out

sourced manufacturing unit also will be

considered as Input Service distributor

Registration of Input Service Distributor can be

obtained by the office / warehouse of out sourced

manufacturing unit or address of such unit to be

included in the ISD Registration for distribution

of Cenvat Credit to the out sourced

manufacturing unit also. This is very beneficial

provision to all assesses which are getting goods

manufactured under loan licensing or the

merchant exporters.

• Rule 4(5): Conditions for allowing Cenvat

Credit: Now cenvat credit can be allowed even

if jigs, dies & fixtures directly sent by the vendors

to the job workers. There is no necessity that

these goods to be received first at the factory

then only to be sent to the Job Worker. Further,

Jigs, dies & fixtures can remain with the job

workers for three years instead of one year.

There is no need of taking any permission to send

the jigs, fixtures, etc. which will be returned within

180 days. But if it is going to be more than 180

days, then necessary permission is to be

obtained from the office of Asst. Commissioner /

Deputy Commissioner, then such jigs, fixtures

can be retained at Job workers premises for 3

years.

• Rule 4(6): Conditions for allowing Cenvat

Credit: The cenvat credit on the service tax paid

on payment on right of natural resources will

available as Cenvat Credit proportionately over

the period of assignment of such right.

• Rule 6: Obligation of a manufacturer or

producer of final products & a provider of

output service: Each assessee who is

manufacturing excisable goods or exempted

goods, trading, providing taxable output services

or providing exempted services including non-

taxable services will have to intimate in writing

exercising option / selecting the option, whether

such assessee will pay amount to 6% on

clearance of exempted goods or 7% on value of

exempted service or non-taxable service or

assessee will opt for cenvat reversal in

accordance with formula prescribed under Rule

6 (3A) of Cenvat Credit Rules 2004. This exercise

has to be furnished immediately in the month of

April but not later than 5th May (Payment date).

Now, there is no requirement to keep separate
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books of accounts for input and input services

when manufacturer or output service provider

provides excisable / taxable / non-taxable goods

/ service. This is the big relaxation. However, now

precautions needs to be taken to ensure correct

reversal under the said rule. The principles

followed for such reversal will have to also match

with cost statements and cost accounting policy

of the assessee.

Rule 6. Obligation of a manufacturer or producer

of final products and a provider of output service.

Rule 6 Sub-rule (1) has been substituted w.e.f.

1.4.2016.

1. CENVAT credit shall not be allowed on such

quantity of input and input services as is used in

or in relation to manufacture of exempted goods

and exempted service.

Sub-rule (2) has been substituted w.e.f. 1.4.2016.

A manufacturer who exclusively manufactures

exempted goods for their clearance up to the place

of removal or a service provider who exclusively

provides exempted services shall not be eligible for

credit of any inputs and input services used.

Sub-rule (3) has been substituted w.e.f. 1.4.2016

Rule 6(3) - Options to a manufacturer of exempt &

non-exempt goods and rendering of exempt & non-

exempt services

In case of manufacture of exempt & non-exempt

goods and rendering of exempt & non-exempt

services the assessee has 2 options -

(a) pay an amount equal to six per cent of value of

the exempted goods and seven per cent of value

of the exempted services, subject to a maximum

of the total credit taken or

(b) pay an amount as determined under sub-rule

(3A).

The maximum limit prescribed in the first option

would ensure that the amount to be paid does

not exceed the total credit taken. The purpose

of the rule is to deny credit of such part of the

total credit taken, as is attributable to the

exempted goods or exempted services and

under no circumstances this part can be greater

than the whole credit.

Sub-rule 3A of Rule 6:

(3A) For determination of amount required to be paid

under clause (ii) of sub-rule (3), the manufacturer of

goods or the provider of output service shall follow

the following procedure and conditions, namely :-

(a) the manufacturer of goods or the provider of output

service shall intimate in writing to the Superintendent

of Central Excise giving the following particulars,

namely:

(i) name, address and registration number of the

manufacturer of goods or provider of output

service;

(ii) date from which the option under this clause is

exercised or proposed to be exercised;

(iii) description of inputs and input services used

exclusively in or in relation to the manufacture of

exempted goods removed or for provision of

exempted services and description of such

exempted goods removed and such exempted

services provided;

(iv) description of inputs and input services used

exclusively in or in relation to the manufacture of

non-exempted goods removed or for the

provision of non-exempted services and

description of such non-exempted goods

removed and non-exempted services provided ;

(v) CENVAT credit of inputs and input services lying

in balance as on the date of exercising the option

under this condition;

Checkpoint:

i. Option to be intimated immediately.

ii. Whenever there is change in Bill of Material

(BOM), the changes also to be informed,

especially item which has been newly added and

which was not included in earlier intimation should

be added and intimated and the same has to be

tagged for taking the credit and identifying with

"A" or "B" as stated in the formula given below.

iii. Whenever new product is going to be

manufactured, the details of direct input also

needs to be intimated and the same has to be

tagged for taking the credit and identifying with

"A" or "B" as stated in the formula given below.

(b) the manufacturer of final products or the provider

of output service shall determine the credit required

to be paid, out of this total credit of inputs and input

services taken during the month, denoted as T, in

the following sequential steps and provisionally pay

every month, the amounts determined under sub-
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clauses (i) and (iv), namely:

(i) the amount of CENVAT credit attributable to

inputs and input services used exclusively in or

in relation to the manufacture of exempted goods

removed or for provision of exempted services

shall be called ineligible credit, denoted as A, and

shall be paid;

(ii) the amount of CENVAT credit attributable to

inputs and input services used exclusively in or

in relation to the manufacture of non-exempted

goods removed or for the provision of non-

exempted services shall be called eligible credit,

denoted as B, and shall not be required to be

paid;

(iii) credit left after attribution of credit under sub-

clauses (i) and (ii) shall be called common credit,

denoted as C and calculated as,-

C = T - (A + B);

Explanation - Where the entire credit has been

attributed under sub-clauses (i) and (ii), namely

ineligible credit or eligible credit, there shall be left no

common credit for further attribution.

(iv) the amount of common credit attributable towards

exempted goods removed or for provision of

exempted services shall be called ineligible

common credit, denoted as D and calculated as

follows and shall be paid, -

D = (E/F) x C;

where E is the sum total of :

(a) value of exempted services provided; and

(b) value of exempted goods removed, during

the preceding financial year;

where F is the sum total of-

(a) value of non-exempted services provided,

(b) value of exempted services provided,

(c) value of non-exempted goods removed, and

(d) value of exempted goods removed, during

the preceding financial year:

Provided that where no final products were

manufactured or no output service was provided in

the preceding financial year, the CENVAT credit

attributable to ineligible common credit shall be

deemed to be fifty per cent. of the common credit;

(v) remainder of the common credit shall be called

eligible common credit and denoted as G,

where,-

G = C - D;

Explanation.- For the removal of doubts, it is hereby

declared that out of the total credit T, which is sum

total of A, B, D, and G, the manufacturer or the provider

of the output service shall be able to attribute

provisionally and retain credit of B and G, namely,

eligible credit and eligible common credit and shall

provisionally pay the amount of credit of A and D,

namely, ineligible credit and ineligible common credit.

(vi) where manufacturer or the provider of the output

service fails to pay the amount determined under

sub-clause (i) or sub-clause (iv), he shall be liable

to pay the interest from the due date of payment

till the date of payment of such amount, at the

rate of fifteen per cent. per annum;

(c) the manufacturer or the provider of output service

shall determine the amount of CENVAT credit

attributable to exempted goods removed and

provision of exempted services for the whole of

financial year, out of the total credit denoted as T

(Annual) taken during the whole of financial year in

the following manner, namely :-

(i) the CENVAT credit attributable to inputs and input

services used exclusively in or in relation to the

manufacture of exempted goods removed or for

provision of exempted services on the basis of

inputs and input services actually so used during

the financial year, shall be called Annual ineligible

credit and denoted as A (Annual);

(ii) the CENVAT credit attributable to inputs and input

services used exclusively in or in relation to the

manufacture of non-exempted goods removed

or for the provision of non-exempted services

on the basis of inputs and input services actually

so used shall be called Annual eligible credit and

denoted as B (Annual);

(iii) common credit left for further attribution shall be

denoted as C (Annual) and calculated as, -

C (Annual) = T(Annual) - [A(Annual) + B(Annual)];

(iv) common credit attributable towards exempted

goods removed or for provision of exempted

services shall be called Annual ineligible common

credit, denoted by

D(Annual) and shall be calculated as, -

D(Annual) = (H/I) x C(Annual);

where H is sum total of-

a) value of exempted services provided; and
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b) value of exempted goods removed;

during the financial year ;

where I is sum total of -

(a) value of non-exempted services provided,

(b) value of exempted services provided,

(c) value of non-exempted goods removed; and

(d) value of exempted goods removed;

during the financial year;

(d) the manufacturer or the provider of output service

shall pay on or before the 30th June of the succeeding

financial year, an amount equal to difference between

the total of the amount of Annual ineligible credit and

Annual ineligible common credit and the aggregate

amount of ineligible credit and ineligible common

credit for the period of whole year, namely, [{A(Annual)

+ D(Annual)} - {(A+D) aggregated for the whole

year)}], where the former of the two amounts is greater

than the later;

(e) where the amount under clause (d) is not paid by

the 30th June of the succeeding financial year, the

manufacturer of goods or the provider of output

service, shall, in addition to the amount of credit so

paid under clause (d), be liable to pay on such

amount an interest at the rate of fifteen per cent. per

annum, from the 30th June of the succeeding financial

year till the date of payment of such amount;

(f) the manufacturer or the provider of output service,

shall at the end of the financial year, take credit of

amount equal to difference between the total of the

amount of the aggregate of ineligible credit and

ineligible common credit paid during the whole year

and the total of the amount of annual ineligible credit

and annual ineligible common credit, namely, [{(A+D)

aggregated for the whole year)} - {A(Annual) +

D(Annual)}], where the former of the two amounts is

greater than the later;

(g) the manufacturer of the goods or the provider of

output service shall intimate to the jurisdictional

Superintendent of Central Excise, within a period of

fifteen days from the date of payment or adjustment,

as per the provisions of clauses (d), (e) and (f), the

following particulars, namely:

(i) details of credit attributed towards eligible credit,

ineligible credit, eligible common credit and

ineligible common credit, month-wise, for the

whole financial year, determined as per the

provisions of clause (b);

(ii) CENVAT credit annually attributed to eligible

credit, ineligible credit, eligible common credit

and ineligible common credit for the whole of

financial year, determined as per the provisions

of clause (c);

(iii) amount determined and paid as per the

provisions of clause (d), if any, with the date of

payment of the amount;

(iv) interest payable and paid, if any, determined as

per the provisions of clause (e); and

(v  credit determined and taken as per the

provisions of clause (f), if any, with the date of

taking the credit.

Analysis :

Sub-rule (3A) has been substituted w.e.f 1.4.2016.

If option of reversal of cenvat credit in terms of sub

rule 3A of Rule 6 has been opted then amount

required to be reversed needs to be availed in the

following manner.

1. Avail Cenvat credit on all the inputs and input

services received in the factory or through Input

Service Distributor except for abnormality like

theft, fire etc. This amount will be denoted as "T"

2. Derive the amount as denoted "A"

a. Identify the inputs as described in the bill of

material of the exempted goods/non-taxable

services and as described in the cost sheet

in accordance with Cost Accounting

Standards No. 6.

b. Non-taxable service includes services which

are exempted

c. Non-taxable services appearing in negative

list of services or any activity which is not

included in the definition of service excluding

activity of transfer of title of the movable and

immovable goods.

d. Further, if service is exported but amount

has not been realized either in foreign

currency or within 6 months or extended

period as allowed by RBI will be also

considered as exempted service.

e. Identify the input services which are directly

attributable to the exempted goods or non-

taxable services. The same can be identified

from the cost sheet as required to be work

out in accordance with Cost Accounting

Standard No. 10.
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4.4 Direct Expenses: Expenses relating to

manufacture of a product or rendering a

service, which can be identified or linked with

the cost object other than direct material cost

and direct employee cost 4. Examples of

Direct Expenses are royalties charged on

production, job charges, hire charges for

use of specific equipment for a specific job,

cost of special designs or drawings for a job,

software services specifically required for a

job, travelling Expenses for a specific job.

f. Abated value also to be considered as a part

of turnover of exempted service.

3. Derive the amount as denoted "B"

a. Identify the inputs as described in the bill of

material of the non-exempted goods and as

described in the cost sheet in accordance

with Cost Accounting Standards No. 6.

b. Non-taxable service includes services which

are exempted or

c. Non-taxable services appearing in negative

list of services or any activity which is not

included in the definition of service excluding

activity of transfer of title of the movable and

immovable goods.

d. Further, if service is exported but amount

has not been realized either in foreign

currency or within 6 months or extended

period as allowed by RBI will be also

considered as exempted service.

e. Identify the input services which are directly

attributable to the exempted goods or non-

taxable services. The same can be identified

from the cost sheet as required to be work

out in accordance with Cost Accounting

Standard No. 10.

4.4 Direct Expenses: Expenses relating to

manufacture of a product or rendering a

service, which can be identified or linked with

the cost object other than direct material cost

and direct employee cost 4. Examples of

Direct Expenses are royalties charged on

production, job charges, hire charges for

use of specific equipment for a specific job,

cost of special designs or drawings for a job,

software services specifically required for a

job, travelling Expenses for a specific job.

4. Cenvat availed on Common input and input

services will be denoted as "C":

C = T - (A+B)

5. Reversal of Cenvat Credit will be as follows :

D= (E/F)*C

E=Value of exempted services+ value of

exempted goods during the preceding financial

year.

F=sum of value of exempted services & goods

and value of non-exempted services & goods

G= common eligible credit

G=C-D.

Total credit to be retained = B+G

6. Valuation of Goods & Services to derive the

turnover:

a. Value needs to be determined in

accordance with transaction value in terms

of Sec 3 / 4/ Sec 4A of Central Excise Act

1944 read with Central Excise

(Determination of Price of Excisable goods)

Rules, 2000.

In other words, value of the goods needs to

be determined as follows:

i. Value in terms of Section 4, when

excisable goods other than applicable

under section 4A are sold to non-

related party and price is sole

consideration then transaction value

needs to be taken.

ii. When excisable goods covered under

section 4A are removed then

assessable value should be considered

at MRP less abatement and the same

should be considered as turnover of

such goods.

iii. Whenever excisable goods are cleared

to the related party or transaction value

is not the sole criteria then valuation

rules needs to be considered in

accordance with rule 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 &

10 of the Central Excise (Determination

of Price of Excisable goods) Rules,

2000.

iv. When goods are exempted then value

needs to be determined w.r.t

transaction value. However, the

principles of valuation will be the same

as applicable for the excisable goods
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even for determination of turnover of

exempted goods.

b. Value of taxable service needs to be

determined in accordance with Sec 67 of

the finance act read with Service Tax

(Determination of value) Rules 2006.

When service tax is paid on the abated value

then taxable value should be considered as

turnover for determination of taxable service

and abated value will be considered in the

turnover of non-taxable value and the same

principle will apply for the determination of

turnover of non-taxable service except for

trading. E.g. if services are provided w.r.t.

outdoor catering and transaction value is

Rs. 1 lac in such circumstances taxable

value will be Rs. 40,000/- and turnover will

be Rs. 60,000/-. Each such service wise

turnover to be ascertain for taxable and non-

taxable services.

In the case of a taxable service, when the

option available under sub-rules (7), (7A),

(7B) or (7C) of rule 6 of the Service Tax

Rules, 1994, has been availed, shall be the

value on which the rate of service tax under

section 66B of the Finance Act, read with

an exemption notification, if any, relating to

such rate, when applied for calculation of

service tax results in the same amount of

tax as calculated under the option availed;

or

c. In case of trading, turnover value to be

ascertained as follows :

i. 10% of Cost of goods sold of traded

item OR

ii. Trading Turnover - Cost of Goods sold

The higher amount of (i) or (ii) should be

considered as turnover of exempted service w.r.t.

traded goods. In any case, cost of goods sold,

should be determined from the cost sheet /

working of cost audit / financial statement.

d. In case of trading of securities, shall be the

difference between the sale price and the

purchase price of the securities traded or

one per cent. of the purchase price of the

securities traded, whichever is more.

Sub-rule (3AA) has been Inserted w.e.f 1.4.2016.

Analysis:

in case a manufacturer or a provider of output service

who has failed to follow the procedure of giving prior

intimation, the Central Excise officer, competent to

adjudicate such case may allow to follow the

procedure as per sub-rule 3A of Rule 6 of Cenvat

Credit Rules, 2004 and ask him to pay the amount

prescribed subject to payment of interest calculated

at the rate of fifteen per cent. per annum.

Sub-rule (3AB) has been Inserted w.e.f 1.4.2016.

Analysis:

The existing rule 6 of CCR (v) would continue to be in

operation upto 30.06.2016, for the units who are

required to discharge the obligation in respect of

financial year 2015-16.

Sub-rule (3B) has been Substituted w.e.f

1.4.2016.

Analysis:

From 1st April 2016 onwards Banking and financial

institutions can either reverse cenvat credit @ 7% on

the total value of exempted services or reverse the

Cenvat credit as per Sub-rule (3A) of rule 6 or reverse

credit in respect of exempted services on actual basis

in addition to the option of flat 50% reversal of Cenvat

credit.

(3C) [* * *].

(3D) Payment of an amount under sub-rule (3) shall

be deemed to be CENVAT credit not taken for the

purpose of an exemption notification wherein any

exemption is granted on the condition that no

CENVAT credit of inputs and input services shall be

taken.

Explanation I. - " Value" for the purpose of sub-rules

(3) and (3A),

(a) shall have the same meaning as assigned to it

under section 67 of the Finance Act, read with

rules made thereunder or, as the case may be,

the value determined under section 3, 4 or 4A of

the Excise Act, read with rules made thereunder

(b) in the case of a taxable service, when the option

available under sub-rules (7), (7A),(7B) or (7C)

of rule 6 of the Service Tax Rules, 1994, has

been availed, shall be the value on which the

rate of service tax under section 66B of the
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Finance Act, read with an exemption notification,

if any, relating to such rate, when applied for

calculation of service tax results in the same

amount of tax as calculated under the option

availed; or

(c) in case of trading, shall be the difference between

the sale price and the cost of goods sold

(determined as per the generally accepted

accounting principles without including the

expenses incurred towards their purchase) or ten

per cent of the cost of goods sold, whichever is

more.

(d) in case of trading of securities, shall be the

difference between the sale price and the

purchase price of the securities traded or one

per cent. of the purchase price of the securities

traded, whichever is more.

(e) shall not include the value of services by way of

extending deposits, loans or advances in so far

as the consideration is represented by way of

interest or discount

Explanation II.- The amount mentioned in sub-rules

(3), (3A) and (3B), unless specified otherwise, shall

be paid by the manufacturer of goods or the provider

of output service by debiting the CENVAT credit or

otherwise on or before the 5th day of the following

month except for the month of March, when such

payment shall be made on or before the 31st day of

the month of March.

Explanation III.- If the manufacturer of goods or the

provider of output service fails to pay the amount

payable under sub-rule (3), (3A) and (3B), it shall be

recovered, in the manner as provided in rule 14, for

recovery of CENVAT credit wrongly taken.

Explanation IV.- In case of a manufacturer who avails

the exemption under a notification based on the value

of clearances in a financial year and a service provider

who is an individual or proprietary firm or partnership

firm, the expressions, "following month" and "month

of March" occurring in sub-rules (3) and (3A) shall be

read respectively as "following quarter" and "quarter

ending with the month of March".]

(4) No CENVAT credit shall be allowed on capital

goods used exclusively in the manufacture of

exempted goods or in providing exempted services

for a period of two years from the date of

commencement of the commercial production or

provision of services, as the case may be, other than

the final products or output services which are exempt

from the whole of the duty of excise leviable thereon

under any notification where exemption is granted

based upon the value or quantity of clearances made

or services provided in a financial year.

Provided that where capital goods are received after

the date of commencement of commercial production

or provision of services, as the case may be, the

period of two years shall be computed from the date

of installation of such capital goods.

Sub-rule (4) has been Substituted w.e.f

1.4.2016.

Analysis :

No Cenvat credit on capital goods used exclusively

for manufacture of exempted goods or provision for

exempted services shall be allowed for a period of 2

years from the date of commencement of commercial

production or provision of service and where capital

goods are received after the date of commencement

of commercial production or provision of service, the

period of two years shall be computed from the date

of installation of such goods. However this provision

will not be applicable for SSI.

(5) Omitted.]

(6) The provisions of sub-rules (1), (2), (3) and (4)

shall not be applicable in case the excisable goods

removed without payment of duty are either -

(i) cleared to a unit in a special economic zone or

to a developer of a special economic zone for

their authorized operations; or]

(ii) cleared to a hundred per cent. Export oriented

undertaking; or

(iii) cleared to a unit in an Electronic Hardware

Technology Park or Software Technology Park;

or

(iv) supplied to the United Nations or an international

organization for their official use or supplied to

projects funded by them, on which exemption of

duty is available under notification of the

Government of India in the Ministry of Finance

(Department of Revenue) No.108/95 Central

Excise, dated the 28th August, 1995, number G.

S R. 602 (E), dated the 28th August, 1995; or

(iva) supplied for the use of foreign diplomatic

missions or consular missions or career consular

offices or diplomatic agents in terms of the
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provisions of notification No. 12/2012 Central

Excise, dated the 17th March, 2012, number

G.S.R. 163(E), dated the 17th March, 2012; or

(v) cleared for export under bond in terms of the

provisions of the Central Excise Rules, 2002; or

(vi) gold or silver falling within Chapter 71 of the said

First Schedule, arising in the course of

manufacture of copper or zinc by smelting, or

(vii) all goods which are exempt from the duties of

customs leviable under the First Schedule to the

Customs Tariff Act, 1975 (51 of 1975) and the

additional duty leviable under sub-section (1) of

section 3 of the said Customs Tariff Act when

imported into India and are supplied,

(a) against International Competitive Bidding;

or

(b) to a power project from which power supply

has been tied up through tariff based

competitive bidding; or

(c) to a power project awarded to a developer

through tariff based competitive bidding, in

terms of notification No. 12/2012 Central

Excise, dated the 17th March, 2012]

(viii) supplies made for setting up of solar power

generation projects or facilities.

Analysis :

Export of Exempted and non-exempted goods also

will be considered for exclusion for the purpose of

reversal of cenvat credit under Rule 6 of Cenvat Credit

Rules.

As per the rules, exports under bond is mentioned

under the exclusion list in Rule 6(6) of Cenvat Credit

Rules 2004. However export of exempted goods are

also treated as export under bond, since these goods

are excisable and exported under Nil rate of duty and

Nil rate of duty is also the duty and therefore cenvat

will be allowed on the same and therefore are

excluded from the provisions of Rule 6.

The decisions of the following High Court:

• REPRO INDIA LTD. Versus UNION OF

INDIA [2009 (235) E.L.T. 614 (Bom.)]

• UNION OF INDIA Versus SHARP

MENTHOL INDIA LTD. [2011 (270) E.L.T.

212 (Bom.)]

• COMMISSIONER OF CENTRAL EXCISE

Versus DRISH SHOES LTD. [2010 (254)

E.L.T. 417 (H.P.)]

• Commissioner v. Drish Shoes Ltd. - 2015

(322) E.L.T. A112 (S.C.)]

(6A) The provisions of sub-rules (1), (2), (3) and (4)

shall not be applicable in case the taxable services

are provided, without payment of service tax, to a Unit

in a Special Economic Zone or to a Developer of a

Special Economic Zone for their authorised

operations.

(7) The provisions of sub-rules (1), (2), (3) and (4)

shall not be applicable in case the taxable services

are provided, without payment of service tax, to a unit

in a Special Economic Zone or to a developer of a

Special Economic Zone for their authorised

operations or when a service is exported or when a

service is provided or agreed to be provided by way

of transportation of goods by a vessel from customs

station of clearance in India to a place outside India.

Sub-rule (7) has been Substituted w.e.f

1.4.2016.

Sub-rule (7) is being amended so as to provide that

credit taken on inputs and input services used in

providing a service by way of "transportation of goods

by a vessel from customs station of clearance in India

to a place outside India" shall not be required to be

reversed by the shipping lines. It may be mentioned

here that this service presently qualifies as an

"exempted service" on account of Rule 10 of Place of

Provision of Supply Rules. Service by way of

transportation of goods by a vessel from customs

station of clearance in India to a place outside India

is being excluded from the definition of  "exempted

service" by amending rule 2(e) of the rules as

discussed above. Amendment in sub-rule (7) coupled

with the corresponding amendment in the definition

of Exempted Service is aimed at allowing credit of

eligible inputs, input services and capital goods for

providing the said service and providing Indian

shipping lines a level playing field vis a vis the foreign

shipping lines. The credit available may be used by

Indian shipping lines to pay service tax on the services

of transportation of goods by a vessel from outside

India to the customs station of clearance in India,

which would become taxable w.e.f 1st June 2016 after

enactment of Finance Bill 2016.

(8) For the purpose of this rule, a service provided

or agreed to be provided shall not be an

exempted service when:
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(a) the service satisfies the conditions specified

under rule 6A of the Service Tax Rules, 1994

and the payment for the service is to be received

in convertible foreign currency; and

(b) such payment has not been received for a period

of six months or such extended period as maybe

allowed from time to time by the Reserve Bank

of India, from the date of provision.

Provided that if such payment is received after the

specified or extended period allowed by the Reserve

Bank of India but within one year from such period,

the service provider shall be entitled to take the credit

of the amount equivalent to the CENVAT credit paid

earlier in terms of sub-rule (3) to the extent it relates

to such payment, on the basis of documentary

evidence of the payment so received.

Rule 7. Manner of distribution of credit by Input

Service Distributor

The input service distributor shall distribute the

CENVAT credit in respect of the service tax paid on

the input service to its manufacturing units or unit

providing output service or an out sourced

manufacturing units, as defined in Explanation 4,

subject to the following conditions, namely :-

(a) the credit distributed against a document referred

to in rule 9 does not exceed the amount of

service tax paid thereon;

(b) the credit of service tax attributable as input

service to a particular unit shall be distributed

only to that unit;

(c) the credit of service tax attributable as input

service to more than one unit but not to all the

units shall be distributed only amongst such units

to which the input service is attributable and such

distribution shall be pro rata on the basis of the

turnover of such units, during the relevant period,

to the total turnover of all such units to which

such input service is attributable and which are

operational in the current year, during the said

relevant period;

(d) the credit of service tax attributable as input

service to all the units shall be distributed to all

the units pro rata on the basis of the turnover of

such units during the relevant period to the total

turnover of all the units, which are operational in

the current year, during the said relevant period;

(e) Outsourced manufacturing unit shall maintain

separate account for input service credit received

from each of the input service distributors and

shall use it only for payment of duty on goods

manufactured for the input service distributor

concerned;

(f) Credit of service tax paid on input services,

available with the input service distributor, as on

the 31st of March, 2016, shall not be transferred

to any outsourced manufacturing unit and such

credit shall be distributed amongst the units

excluding the outsourced manufacturing units.

Explanation.-The provision of this clause shall,

mutatis-mutandis, apply to any outsourced

manufacturer commencing production of goods on

or after the 1st of April, 2016;

(g) Provisions of rule 6 shall apply to the units

manufacturing goods or provider of output

service and shall not apply to the input service

distributor.

Explanation 1. For the purposes of this rule, ;unit;

includes the premises of a provider of output service

or the premises of a manufacturer including the

factory, whether registered or otherwise or the

premises of an outsourced manufacturing unit.

Explanation 2. For the purposes of this rule, the total

turnover shall be determined in the same manner as

determined under rule 5:

Provided that the turnover of an outsourced

manufacturing unit shall be the turnover of goods

manufactured by such outsourced manufacturing unit

for the input service distributor.

Explanation 3. For the purposes of this rule, the

relevant period' shall be, -

(a) if the assessee has turnover in the financial year'

preceding to the year during which credit is to

be distributed for month or quarter, as the case

maybe, the said financial year; or;

(b) if the assessee does not have turn over for some

or all the units in the preceding financial year,

the last quarter for which details of turnover of

all the units are available, previous to the month

or quarter for which credit is to be distributed.

Explanation 4. For the purposes of this rule,

;outsourced manufacturing unit means a job-worker

who is liable to pay duty on the value determined under

rule 10A of the Central Excise Valuation

(Determination of Price of Excisable Goods) Rules,

2000 on the goods manufactured for the input service
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distributor or a manufacturer who manufactures

goods, for the input service distributor under a

contract, bearing the brand name of such input

service distributor and is liable to pay duty on the value

determined under section 4A of the Excise Act.

Analysis :

Rule 7 has been Substituted w.e.f. 1.4.2016.

1. Input service distributor can also distribute the

CENVAT credit in respect of the service tax paid

on the input service to an "outsourced

manufacturing unit" along with its own

manufacturing units and units providing services

whether registered or otherwise.

For the purposes of this rule, ;outsourced

manufacturing unit means a job-worker who is

liable to pay duty on the value determined under

rule 10A of the Central Excise Valuation

(Determination of Price of Excisable Goods)

Rules, 2000 on the goods manufactured for the

input service distributor or a manufacturer who

manufactures goods, for the input service

distributor under a contract, bearing the brand

name of such input service distributor and is

liable to pay duty on the value determined under

section 4A of the Excise Act.

However credit of service tax paid on input

services, available with the input service

distributor, as on the 31st of March, 2016, shall

not be transferred to any outsourced

manufacturing unit and such credit shall be

distributed amongst the units excluding the

outsourced manufacturing units.

2. Following steps to be followed for distribution of

Cenvat credit through ISD

(a) The credit of service tax pertaining to specific

unit should be identified and distributed to such

unit only

(b) The credit of service tax attributable as input

service to more than one unit but not to all units

shall be distributed only amongst such units to

which the input service is attributable and such

distribution shall be pro rata on the basis of

turnover of previous financial year.

(c) the credit of service tax attributable as input

service to all the units shall be distributed to all

the units pro rata on the basis of the turnover of

such units on the basis of turnover of previous

financial year.

(d) The Cenvat credit distributed against invoice/

challan etc. document should not be more than

the amount of service tax paid thereon.

(e) Total turnover shall be calculated as per the

provision of Rule 5 of Cenvat Credit Rules, 2004

which is as follows.

"Total turnover" means sum total of the value of -

(a) all excisable goods cleared during the relevant

period including exempted goods, dutiable goods

and excisable goods exported;

(b) export turnover of services determined in terms

of clause (D) of sub-rule (1) above and the value

of all other services, during the relevant period;

and

(c) all inputs removed as such under sub-rule (5) of

rule 3 against an invoice, during the period for

which the claim is filed.

(f) if the assessee has turnover in the financial year'

preceding to the year during which credit is to

be distributed for month or quarter, as the case

maybe, the turnover of the said financial year to

be considered for calculation of pro rata for

distribution ; or;

if the assessee does not have turn over for some

or all the units in the preceding financial year,

the last quarter for which details of turnover of

all the units are available, previous to the month

or quarter for which credit is to be distributed.

(g) The turnover of an outsourced manufacturing unit

shall be the turnover of goods manufactured by

such outsourced manufacturing unit for the input

service distributor.

(h) outsourced manufacturing unit has to maintain

separate account for input service credit received

from each of the input service distributors and

shall use it only for payment of duty on goods

manufactured for the input service distributor

concerned

(i) provisions of rule 6 shall apply to the units

manufacturing goods or provider of output

service and shall not apply to the input service

distributor

Check Points:

1. Cost accounting principles of allocation of over

heads as laid down in Cost Accounting Standard

No. 3 read with Generally Accepted Cost

Accounting Principles to be followed in case of
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allocation of Cenvat credit identified to particular

unit.

2. Similarly, principles of apportionment of expenses

as specified in Cost Accounting Standard No. 3

read with Generally Accepted Cost Accounting

Principles are to be followed while distributing

the Cenvat credit to more than one unit. When

the Cenvat credit pertaining to input services are

common to different units, these are to be

apportioned to those units only on an equitable

basis.

3. Balance common inputs should be apportioned

/ distributed based on the turnover ratio.

4. Ensure ISD is distributed only to the Units having

appearing in the ISD Registration. It may also

include the names and address of outsourced

manufacturing units. It is mandatory to include

such units in the ISD, since the wording is

mentioned as "Shall".

5. It is not the option to Distribute to particular unit

or not or otherwise except specifically mentioned

above.

Rule 7A. Distribution of credit on inputs by the office

or any other premises of output service provider

(1) A provider of output service shall be allowed to

take credit on inputs and capital goods received,

on the basis of an invoice or a bill or a challan

issued by an office or premises of the said

provider of output service, which receives

invoices, issued in terms of the provisions of the

Central Excise Rules, 2002, towards the

purchase of inputs and capital goods.

(2) The provisions of these rules or any other rules

made under the Central Excise Act, 1944, as

made applicable to a first stage dealer or a

second stage dealer, shall mutatis mutandis

apply to such office or premises of the provider

of output service.

7B. Distribution of credit on inputs by warehouse

of manufacturer

(1) A manufacturer having one or more factories,

shall be allowed to take credit on inputs received

under the cover of an invoice issued by a

warehouse of the said manufacturer, who

receives inputs under cover of invoices, issued

in terms of the provisions of the Central Excise

Rules, 2002, towards the purchase of such

inputs.

(2) The provisions of these rules or any other rules

made under the Excise Act as applicable to a

first stage dealer or a second stage dealer, shall,

mutatis mutandis, apply to such warehouse of

the manufacturer.

Rule 7B has been Inserted w.e.f. 1.4.2016.

Manufacturers with multiple manufacturing units can

maintain a common warehouse for inputs and

distribute inputs with credits to the individual

manufacturing units. Also a manufacturer having one

or more factories shall be allowed to take credit on

inputs received under the cover of an invoice issued

by a warehouse of the said manufacturer, which

receives inputs under cover of an invoice towards the

purchase of such inputs. Procedure applicable to a

first stage dealer or a second stage dealer would apply,

mutatis mutandis, to such a warehouse of the

manufacturer.
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Guidance Note on application of the provisions
under Rule 6 & 7 of Cenvat Credit Rules 2004

By CMA Ashok B. Nawal
Contact: +91 9890165001 • Email: nawal@bizsolindia.com

The provisions of Rule 6 of Cenvat Credit Rules 2004

has been totally substituted with the new provisions

and therefore there is no provision to maintain

separate books of account of receipt, issue,

consumption and closing stock of inputs and input

services utilized for excisable goods (non-exempted)

or exempted goods or non-taxable services or taxable

services.

On account of such earlier provisions, number of

litigations were added and therefore there was a

necessity to have simplified schemes, especially on

the background of forthcoming GST Era. In Business

Process Report on GST also envisaged reversal on

simple formula in such situation and therefore new

provisions were inserted which are in line with costing

principles. The provisions of the new rule and analysis

thereof is given below:

Rule 6. Obligation of a manufacturer or
producer of final products and a provider of
output service.

Rule 6 Sub-rule (1) has been substituted w.e.f.
1.4.2016.

(1) The CENVAT credit shall not be allowed on such

quantity of input as is used in or in relation to the

manufacture of exempted goods or for provision of

exempted services or input service as is used in or in

relation to the manufacture of exempted goods and

their clearance upto the place of removal or for

provision of exempted services and the credit not

allowed shall be calculated and paid by the

manufacturer or the provider of output service, in

terms of the provisions of sub-rule (2) or sub-rule (3),

as the case may be :

Provided that the CENVAT credit on inputs shall not

be denied to job worker referred to in rule 12AA of

the Central Excise Rules, 2002, on the ground that

the said inputs are used in the manufacture of goods

cleared without payment of duty under the provisions

of that rule.

Explanation 1.- For the purposes of this rule,

exempted goods or final products as defined in

clauses (d) and (h) of rule 2 shall include non-

excisable goods cleared for a consideration from the

factory.

Explanation 2.- Value of non-excisable goods for the

purposes of this rule, shall be the invoice value and

where such invoice value is not available, such value

shall be determined by using reasonable means

consistent with the principles of valuation contained

in the Excise Act and the rules made there under.

Explanation 3. - For the purposes of this rule,

exempted services as defined in clause (e) of rule 2

shall include an activity, which is not a service' as

defined in section 65B(44) of the Finance Act, 1994.

Explanation 4. - Value of such an activity as specified

above in Explanation 3, shall be the invoice/

agreement/contract value and where such value is

not available, such value shall be determined by using

reasonable means consistent with the principles of

valuation contained in the Finance Act, 1994 and the

rules made thereunder.

Analysis

1. CENVAT credit shall not be allowed on such

quantity of input and input services as is used in

or in relation to manufacture of exempted goods

and exempted service.

Check points

1. It is advisable to check with cost sheet which is

based on the Bill of material giving the details of

inputs used directly for manufactured of

exempted goods or exempted services. Relevant

cost sheets needs to be check for ensuring wrong

availment of cenvat credit, if any. Thereby cenvat

credit can be availed on all inputs as described

in the Cost Sheet when received in the factory.

2. Further, Cost Accounting Standard 6 deals with

direct material cost. Relevant paras of the said
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Cost Accounting Standards are given below.

4.6.1 Direct Materials: Materials the costs of

which can be attributed to a cost object in an

economically feasible way.

7.2 Direct Materials shall be classified as

Purchased - indigenous, imported and self-

manufactured.

3. The following information should be disclosed in

the cost statements dealing with determination

of material cost.

8.1 Quantity and rates of major items of materials

shall be disclosed. Major items are defined as

those who form 5% of cost of materials.

Sub-rule (2) has been substituted w.e.f. 1.4.2016

(2) A manufacturer who exclusively manufactures

exempted goods for their clearance upto the place of

removal or a service provider who exclusively provides

exempted services shall pay the whole amount of

credit of input and input services and shall, in effect,

not be eligible for credit of any inputs and input

services.

Analysis

A manufacturer who exclusively manufactures

exempted goods for their clearance up to the place

of removal or a service provider who exclusively

provides exempted services shall not be eligible for

credit of any inputs and input services used.

Check Points:-

1. It is advisable to check with cost sheet which is

based on the Bill of material giving the details of

inputs used directly for manufactured of

exempted goods or exempted services. Relevant

cost sheets needs to be check for ensuring wrong

availment of cenvat credit, if any. Thereby cenvat

credit can be availed on all inputs as described

in the Cost Sheet when received in the factory.

2. Further, Cost Accounting Standard 6 deals with

direct material cost. Relevant paras of the said

Cost Accounting Standards are given below.

4.6.1 Direct Materials: Materials the costs of

which can be attributed to a cost object in an

economically feasible way

7.2 Direct Materials shall be classified as

Purchased - indigenous, imported and self-

manufactured.

3. The following information should be disclosed in

the cost statements dealing with determination

of material cost.

8.1 Quantity and rates of major items of materials

shall be disclosed. Major items are defined as

those who form 5% of cost of materials.

Sub-rule (3) has been substituted w.e.f. 1.4.2016

(3) (a) A manufacturer who manufactures two

classes of goods, namely :-

(i) non-exempted goods removed;

(ii) exempted goods removed;

Or

(b) a provider of output service who provides two

classes of services, namely:-

(i) non-exempted services;

(ii) exempted services

shall follow any one of the following options

applicable to him, namely :-

(i) pay an amount equal to six per cent. of value of

the exempted goods and seven per cent. of value

of the exempted services subject to a maximum

of the total credit available in the account of the

assessee at the end of the period to which the

payment relates; or

(ii) pay an amount as determined under sub-rule

(3A):

Provided that if any duty of excise is paid on the

exempted goods, the same shall be reduced from

the amount payable under clause (i) :

Provided further that if any part of the value of a taxable

service has been exempted on the condition that no

CENVAT credit of inputs and input services, used for

providing such taxable service, shall be taken then

the amount specified in clause (i) shall be seven per

cent. of the value so exempted :

Provided also that in case of transportation of goods

or passengers by rail, the amount required to be paid

under clause (i) shall be an amount equal to two per

cent. of value of the exempted services.

Explanation 1.- If the manufacturer of goods or the
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provider of output service, avails any of the option

under this sub-rule, he shall exercise such option for

all exempted goods manufactured by him or, as the

case may be, all exempted services provided by him,

and such option shall not be withdrawn during the

remaining part of the financial year.

Explanation 2.- No CENVAT credit shall be taken on

the duty or tax paid on any goods and services that

are not inputs or input services.

Explanation 3.- For the purposes of this sub-rule and

sub-rule (3A):

a. "non-exempted goods removed" means the final

products excluding exempted goods

manufactured and cleared upto the place of

removal;

b. "exempted goods removed" means the

exempted goods manufactured and cleared upto

the place of removal;

c. "non-exempted services" means the output

services excluding exempted services.;

Analysis

Rule 6(3) - Options to a manufacturer of exempt &

non-exempt goods and rendering of exempt & non-

exempt services

In case of manufacture of exempt & non-exempt

goods and rendering of exempt & non-exempt

services the assessee has 2 options -

(a) pay an amount equal to six per cent of value of

the exempted goods and seven per cent of value

of the exempted services, subject to a maximum

of the total credit taken or

(b) pay an amount as determined under sub-rule

(3A).

The maximum limit prescribed in the first option would

ensure that the amount to be paid does not exceed

the total credit taken. The purpose of the rule is to

deny credit of such part of the total credit taken, as is

attributable to the exempted goods or exempted

services and under no circumstances this part can

be greater than the whole credit.

Sub-rule 3A of Rule 6:

(3A) For determination of amount required to be paid

under clause (ii) of sub-rule (3), the manufacturer of

goods or the provider of output service shall follow

the following procedure and conditions, namely :-

(a) the manufacturer of goods or the provider of

output service shall intimate in writing to the

Superintendent of Central Excise giving the following

particulars, namely :-

(i) name, address and registration number of the

manufacturer of goods or provider of output

service;

(ii) date from which the option under this clause is

exercised or proposed to be exercised;

(iii) description of inputs and input services used

exclusively in or in relation to the manufacture of

exempted goods removed or for provision of

exempted services and description of such

exempted goods removed and such exempted

services provided;

(iv) description of inputs and input services used

exclusively in or in relation to the manufacture of

non-exempted goods removed or for the

provision of non-exempted services and

description of such non-exempted goods

removed and non-exempted services provided ;

(v) CENVAT credit of inputs and input services lying

in balance as on the date of exercising the option

under this condition;

Checkpoint:

i. Option to be intimated immediately.

ii. Whenever there is change in Bill of Material

(BOM), the changes also to be informed,

especially item which has been newly added and

which was not included in earlier intimation should

be added and intimated and the same has to be

tagged for taking the credit and identifying with

"A" or "B" as stated in the formula given below.

iii. Whenever new product is going to be

manufactured, the details of direct input also

needs to be intimated and the same has to be

tagged for taking the credit and identifying with

"A" or "B" as stated in the formula given below.

(b) the manufacturer of final products or the provider

of output service shall determine the credit required

to be paid, out of this total credit of inputs and input

services taken during the month, denoted as T, in

the following sequential steps and provisionally pay
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every month, the amounts determined under sub-

clauses (i) and (iv), namely:

(i) the amount of CENVAT credit attributable to

inputs and input services used exclusively in or

in relation to the manufacture of exempted goods

removed or for provision of exempted services

shall be called ineligible credit, denoted as A, and

shall be paid;

(ii) the amount of CENVAT credit attributable to

inputs and input services used exclusively in or

in relation to the manufacture of non-exempted

goods removed or for the provision of non-

exempted services shall be called eligible credit,

denoted as B, and shall not be required to be

paid;

(iii) credit left after attribution of credit under sub-

clauses (i) and (ii) shall be called common credit,

denoted as C and calculated as,-

C = T - (A + B);

Explanation - Where the entire credit has been

attributed under sub-clauses (i) and (ii), namely

ineligible credit or eligible credit, there shall be

left no common credit for further attribution.

(iv) the amount of common credit attributable towards

exempted goods removed or for provision of

exempted services shall be called ineligible

common credit, denoted as D and calculated as

follows and shall be paid, -

D = (E/F) x C;

where E is the sum total of :

(a) value of exempted services provided; and

(b) value of exempted goods removed, during

the preceding financial year;

where F is the sum total of-

(a) value of non-exempted services provided,

(b) value of exempted services provided,

(c) value of non-exempted goods removed, and

(d) value of exempted goods removed, during

the preceding financial year:

Provided that where no final products were

manufactured or no output service was provided in

the preceding financial year, the CENVAT credit

attributable to ineligible common credit shall be

deemed to be fifty per cent. of the common credit;

(v) remainder of the common credit shall be called

eligible common credit and denoted as G,

where,-

G = C - D;

Explanation.- For the removal of doubts, it is

hereby declared that out of the total credit T,

which is sum total of A, B, D, and G, the

manufacturer or the provider of the output

service shall be able to attribute provisionally and

retain credit of B and G, namely, eligible credit

and eligible common credit and shall provisionally

pay the amount of credit of A and D, namely,

ineligible credit and ineligible common credit.

(vi) where manufacturer or the provider of the output

service fails to pay the amount determined under

sub-clause (i) or sub-clause (iv), he shall be liable

to pay the interest from the due date of payment

till the date of payment of such amount, at the

rate of fifteen per cent. per annum;

(c) the manufacturer or the provider of output service

shall determine the amount of CENVAT credit

attributable to exempted goods removed and

provision of exempted services for the whole of

financial year, out of the total credit denoted as T

(Annual) taken during the whole of financial year in

the following manner, namely :-

(i) the CENVAT credit attributable to inputs and input

services used exclusively in or in relation to the

manufacture of exempted goods removed or for

provision of exempted services on the basis of

inputs and input services actually so used during

the financial year, shall be called Annual ineligible

credit and denoted as A(Annual);

(ii) the CENVAT credit attributable to inputs and input

services used exclusively in or in relation to the

manufacture of non-exempted goods removed

or for the provision of non-exempted services

on the basis of inputs and input services actually

so used shall be called Annual eligible credit and

denoted as B(Annual);

(iii) common credit left for further attribution shall be

denoted as C(Annual) and calculated as, -

C(Annual) = T(Annual) - [A(Annual) + B(Annual)];

(iv) common credit attributable towards exempted

goods removed or for provision of exempted
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services shall be called Annual ineligible common

credit, denoted by

D(Annual) and shall be calculated as, -

D(Annual) = (H/I) x C(Annual);

where H is sum total of-

a) (a) value of exempted services provided;

and

b) (b) value of exempted goods removed;

during the financial year ;

where I is sum total of -

(a) value of non-exempted services provided,

(b) value of exempted services provided,

(c) value of non-exempted goods removed; and

(d) value of exempted goods removed;

during the financial year;

(d) the manufacturer or the provider of output service

shall pay on or before the 30th June of the succeeding

financial year, an amount equal to difference between

the total of the amount of Annual ineligible credit and

Annual ineligible common credit and the aggregate

amount of ineligible credit and ineligible common

credit for the period of whole year, namely, [{A(Annual)

+ D(Annual)} - {(A+D) aggregated for the whole

year)}], where the former of the two amounts is greater

than the later;

(e) where the amount under clause (d) is not paid by

the 30th June of the succeeding financial year, the

manufacturer of goods or the provider of output

service, shall, in addition to the amount of credit so

paid under clause (d), be liable to pay on such

amount an interest at the rate of fifteen per cent. per

annum, from the 30th June of the succeeding financial

year till the date of payment of such amount;

(f) the manufacturer or the provider of output service,

shall at the end of the financial year, take credit of

amount equal to difference between the total of the

amount of the aggregate of ineligible credit and

ineligible common credit paid during the whole year

and the total of the amount of annual ineligible credit

and annual ineligible common credit, namely, [{(A+D)

aggregated for the whole year)} - {A(Annual) +

D(Annual)}], where the former of the two amounts is

greater than the later;

(g) the manufacturer of the goods or the provider of

output service shall intimate to the jurisdictional

Superintendent of Central Excise, within a period of

fifteen days from the date of payment or adjustment,

as per the provisions of clauses (d), (e) and (f) , the

following particulars, namely :-

(i) details of credit attributed towards eligible credit,

ineligible credit, eligible common credit and

ineligible common credit, month-wise, for the

whole financial year, determined as per the

provisions of clause (b);

(ii) CENVAT credit annually attributed to eligible

credit, ineligible credit, eligible common credit

and ineligible common credit for the whole of

financial year, determined as per the provisions

of clause (c);

(iii) amount determined and paid as per the

provisions of clause (d), if any, with the date of

payment of the amount;

(iv) interest payable and paid, if any, determined as

per the provisions of clause (e); and

(v) credit determined and taken as per the provisions

of clause (f), if any, with the date of taking the

credit.

Analysis :

If option of reversal of cenvat credit in terms of sub

rule 3A of Rule 6 has been opted then amount

required to be reversed needs to be availed in the

following manner.

1. Avail Cenvat credit on all the inputs and input

services received in the factory or through Input

Service Distributor except for abnormality like

theft, fire etc. This amount will be denoted as "T"

2. Derive the amount as denoted "A"

a. Identify the inputs as described in the bill of

material of the exempted goods / non-

taxable services and as described in the cost

sheet in accordance with Cost Accounting

Standards No. 6.

b. Non-taxable service includes services which

are exempted

c. Non-taxable services appearing in negative

list of services or any activity which is not

included in the definition of service excluding

activity of transfer of title of the movable and

immovable goods.
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d. Further, if service is exported but amount

has not been realized either in foreign

currency or within 6 months or extended

period as allowed by RBI will be also

considered as exempted service.

e. Identify the input services which are directly

attributable to the exempted goods or non-

taxable services. The same can be identified

from the cost sheet as required to be work

out in accordance with Cost Accounting

Standard No. 10.

4.4 Direct Expenses: Expenses relating to

manufacture of a product or rendering a

service, which can be identified or linked with

the cost object other than direct material cost

and direct employee cost 4. Examples of

Direct Expenses are royalties charged on

production, job charges, hire charges for

use of specific equipment for a specific job,

cost of special designs or drawings for a job,

software services specifically required for a

job, travelling Expenses for a specific job.

f. Abated value also to be considered as a part

of turnover of exempted service.

3. Derive the amount as denoted "B"

a. Identify the inputs as described in the bill of

material of the non-exempted goods and as

described in the cost sheet in accordance

with Cost Accounting Standards No. 6.

b. Non-taxable service includes services which

are exempted or

c. Non-taxable services appearing in negative

list of services or any activity which is not

included in the definition of service excluding

activity of transfer of title of the movable and

immovable goods.

d. Further, if service is exported but amount

has not been realized either in foreign

currency or within 6 months or extended

period as allowed by RBI will be also

considered as exempted service.

e. Identify the input services which are directly

attributable to the exempted goods or non-

taxable services. The same can be identified

from the cost sheet as required to be work

out in accordance with Cost Accounting

Standard No. 10.

4.4 Direct Expenses: Expenses relating to

manufacture of a product or rendering a

service, which can be identified or linked with

the cost object other than direct material cost

and direct employee cost 4. Examples of

Direct Expenses are royalties charged on

production, job charges, hire charges for

use of specific equipment for a specific job,

cost of special designs or drawings for a job,

software services specifically required for a

job, travelling Expenses for a specific job.

4. Cenvat availed on Common input and input

services will be denoted as "C":

C = T - (A+B)

5. Reversal of Cenvat Credit will be as follows :

D= (E/F)*C

E=Value of exempted services+ value of

exempted goods during the preceding financial

year.

F=sum of value of exempted services & goods

and value of non-exempted services & goods

G= common eligible credit

G=C-D.

Total credit to be retained = B+G

6. Valuation of Goods & Services to derive the

turnover :

a. Value needs to be determined in

accordance with transaction value in terms

of Sec 3 / 4/ Sec 4A of Central Excise Act

1944 read with Central Excise

(Determination of Price of Excisable goods)

Rules, 2000.

In other words, value of the goods needs to

be determined as follows:

i. Value in terms of Section 4, when excisable

goods other than applicable under section

4A are sold to non-related party and price

is sole consideration then transaction value

needs to be taken.

ii. When excisable goods covered under

section 4A are removed then assessable

value should be considered at MRP less

abatement and the same should be

considered as turnover of such goods.

iii. Whenever excisable goods are cleared to
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the related party or transaction value is not

the sole criteria then valuation rules needs

to be considered in accordance with rule 4,

5, 6, 7, 8, 9 & 10 of the Central Excise

(Determination of Price of Excisable goods)

Rules, 2000.

iv. When goods are exempted then value

needs to be determined w.r.t transaction

value. However, the principles of valuation

will be the same as applicable for the

excisable goods even for determination of

turnover of exempted goods.

b. Value of taxable service needs to be

determined in accordance with Sec 67 of

the finance act read with Service Tax

(Determination of value) Rules 2006.

When service tax is paid on the abated value

then taxable value should be considered as

turnover for determination of taxable service

and abated value will be considered in the

turnover of non-taxable value and the same

principle will apply for the determination of

turnover of non-taxable service except for

trading. E.g. if services are provided w.r.t.

outdoor catering and transaction value is

Rs. 1 lac in such circumstances taxable

value will be Rs. 40,000/- and turnover will

be Rs. 60,000/-. Each such service wise

turnover to be ascertain for taxable and non-

taxable services.

In the case of a taxable service, when the

option available under sub-rules (7),

(7A),(7B) or (7C) of rule 6 of the Service

Tax Rules, 1994, has been availed, shall

be the value on which the rate of service

tax under section 66B of the Finance Act,

read with an exemption notification, if any,

relating to such rate, when applied for

calculation of service tax results in the same

amount of tax as calculated under the option

availed; or

c. In case of trading, turnover value to be

ascertained as follows :

i. 10% of Cost of goods sold of traded

item OR

ii. Trading Turnover - Cost of Goods sold

The higher amount of (i) or (ii) should be

considered as turnover of exempted service

w.r.t. traded goods. In any case, cost of

goods sold, should be determined from the

cost sheet / working of cost audit / financial

statement.

d. In case of trading of securities, shall be the

difference between the sale price and the

purchase price of the securities traded or

one per cent. of the purchase price of the

securities traded, whichever is more.

7. Illustrations :

a. Example 1: Rule 6(3) and 3A

M/s. Rohan Ltd., a service provider, has

provided services of Rs 1,00,00,000. Out

of this, Rs 70,00,000 are taxable output

services and Rs 30,00,000 are exempt

output services.  Total eligible Cenvat credit

pertaining to input services is Rs 6,00,000.

Out of the total input service credit Cenvat

pertaining to exempted service is Rs.

3,00,000 and input service credit Cenvat

pertaining to non-exempted service is Rs.

50,000.

Calculation of amount of reversal in as per

Rule 6(3)(i) and Rule 6(3)(ii) is as follows

Particulars Service Tax

(Rs)

OPTION I

7% of value of exempted services u/s 6(3) 2,10,000

(i) of the CENVAT Credit Rules, 2004 - 2,10,000

Amount of reversal of Cenvat credit as per

Sub-rule 6(3)(i)

OPTION II

CENVAT credit on proportionate input services

reversal of cenvat credit as per sub-rule 3A of Rule 6

T = Total Cenvat credit of input and input services

available. = 6,00,000

A = Cenvat credit pertains to input and input services

exclusively attributable to exempted goods /

exempted services. = 3,00,000

B = Cenvat credit pertains to input and input services

exclusively attributable to non-exempted goods /

non-exempted services. = 50,000

C  = Common credit

C  =  T-(A+B) = 2,50,000
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E = Value of exempted services+ value of exempted

goods during the preceding financial year = 30,00,000

F = sum of value of exempted services &

goods and value of non-exempted services

& goods = 1,00,00,000

D = (E/F)*C 75,000

G =  common eligible credit

G = C-D

Total credit to be retained = B+G = 2,25,000

Option I is to be adopted in this case

b. Example 2: Rule 6(3) and 3A

Mr. Krishna, a manufacturer of dutiable as well as

exempted goods, furnishes the following information

for the month of April 2016 -

(a) Price of exempted goods cleared from the

factory:  200 lakhs ;

(b) Assessable value of dutiable goods cleared (Rate

of duty 12.5%): 150 lakhs;

(c) CENVAT credit of input 'P' (used only in the

manufacture of exempted goods): `24 lakhs;

(d) CENVAT credit of input 'Q' (used only in

manufacture of dutiable goods): ` 6 lakhs;

(e) CENVAT credit of common input 'R' (used in

manufacture of exempted as well as dutiable

goods but no separate accounts are maintained

in respect of such input 'R'): 18 lakhs.

Compute the amount payable by Mr. Krishna for the

month of April 2016.

Solution :

Since Mr. Krishna does not maintain separate

accounts for receipt/consumption of common input

'R', he will fall under Rule 6(3) of CENVAT Credit

Rules. Accordingly, he will be liable to pay 6% of the

value of exempted goods.

Therefore, the amount payable by Mr. Krishna for the

month shall be -

(Rs. In lakhs)

Option I

6% of value of exempted goods [6% of ̀  200 lakhs] 12.00

Amount of reversal of Cenvat credit as per

Sub-rule 6(3)(i) 12.00

Option I

CENVAT credit on proportionate input services  reversal of

cenvat credit as per sub-rule 3A

T =   Total Cenvat credit of input and input services

available. = 48

A = Cenvat credit pertains to input and input services

exclusively attributable to exempted goods /

exempted services. = 24

B = Cenvat credit pertains to input and input services

exclusively attributable to non-exempted goods / non-

exempted services. = 6

C =   Common credit 18

C = T-(A+B) = 18

E = Value of exempted services+ value of exempted

goods during the preceding financial year = 200

F =   sum of value of exempted services & goods and

value of non-exempted services & goods = 350

D = (E/F)*C = 10.29

G = common eligible credit 7.71

G = C-D = 7.71

Total credit to be retained = B+G 13.71

Option I is to be adopted in this case

Sub-rule (3AA) has been Inserted w.e.f 1.4.2016.

(3AA) Where a manufacturer or a provider of output

service has failed to exercise the option under sub-

rule (3) and follow the procedure provided under sub-

rule (3A), the Central Excise Officer competent to

adjudicate a case based on amount of CENVAT credit

involved, may allow such manufacturer or provider of

output service to follow the procedure and pay the

amount referred to in clause (ii) of sub-rule (3),

calculated for each of the months, mutatis-mutandis

in terms of clause (c) of sub-rule (3A), with interest

calculated at the rate of fifteen per cent. per annum

from the due date for payment of amount for each of

the month, till the date of payment thereof.

Analysis:

in case a manufacturer or a provider of output service

who has failed to follow the procedure of giving prior

intimation, the Central Excise officer, competent to

adjudicate such case may allow to follow the

procedure as per sub-rule 3A of Rule 6 of Cenvat

Credit Rules, 2004 and ask him to pay the amount

prescribed subject to payment of interest calculated

at the rate of fifteen per cent. per annum.
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Sub-rule (3AB) has been Inserted w.e.f 1.4.2016.

(3AB) Assessee who has opted to pay an amount

under clause (ii) or clause (iii) of sub-rule (3) in the

financial year 2015-16, shall pay the amount along

with interest or take credit for the said financial year

in terms of clauses ( c), (d), (e), (f), (g), (h) or (i) of

sub-rule (3A), as they prevail on the day of publication

of this notification and for this purpose these

provisions shall be deemed to be in existence till the

30th June, 2016.

Analysis:

The existing rule 6 of CCR (v) would continue to be in

operation upto 30.06.2016, for the units who are

required to discharge the obligation in respect of

financial year 2015-16.

Sub-rule (3B) has been Substituted w.e.f 1.4.2016

(3B) A banking company and a financial institution

including a non-banking financial company, engaged

in providing services by way of extending deposits,

loans or advances, in addition to options given in sub-

rules (1), (2) and (3), shall have the option to pay for

every month an amount equal to fifty per cent. of the

CENVAT credit availed on inputs and input services

in that month.;

Analysis:

From 1st April 2016 onwards Banking and financial

institutions can either reverse cenvat credit @ 7% on

the total value of exempted services or reverse the

Cenvat credit as per Sub-rule (3A) of rule 6 or reverse

credit in respect of exempted services on actual basis

in addition to the option of flat 50% reversal of Cenvat

credit.

(3C) [* * *].

(3D) Payment of an amount under sub-rule (3) shall

be deemed to be CENVAT credit not taken for the

purpose of an exemption notification wherein any

exemption is granted on the condition that no

CENVAT credit of inputs and input services shall be

taken.

Explanation I. - " Value" for the purpose of sub-rules

(3) and (3A),

(a) shall have the same meaning as assigned to it

under section 67 of the Finance Act, read with

rules made thereunder or, as the case may be,

the value determined under section 3, 4 or 4A of

the Excise Act, read with rules made thereunder.

(b) in the case of a taxable service, when the option

available under sub-rules (7), (7A),(7B) or (7C)

of rule 6 of the Service Tax Rules, 1994, has

been availed, shall be the value on which the

rate of service tax under section 66B of the

Finance Act, read with an exemption notification,

if any, relating to such rate, when applied for

calculation of service tax results in the same

amount of tax as calculated under the option

availed; or

(c) in case of trading, shall be the difference between

the sale price and the cost of goods sold

(determined as per the generally accepted

accounting principles without including the

expenses incurred towards their purchase) or ten

per cent of the cost of goods sold, whichever is

more.

(d) in case of trading of securities, shall be the

difference between the sale price and the

purchase price of the securities traded or one

per cent. of the purchase price of the securities

traded, whichever is more.

(e) shall not include the value of services by way of

extending deposits, loans or advances in so far

as the consideration is represented by way of

interest or discount;

Explanation II.- The amount mentioned in sub-rules

(3), (3A) and (3B), unless specified otherwise, shall

be paid by the manufacturer of goods or the provider

of output service by debiting the CENVAT credit or

otherwise on or before the 5th day of the following

month except for the month of March, when such

payment shall be made on or before the 31st day of

the month of March.

Explanation III.- If the manufacturer of goods or the

provider of output service fails to pay the amount

payable under sub-rule (3), (3A) and (3B), it shall be

recovered, in the manner as provided in rule 14, for

recovery of CENVAT credit wrongly taken.

Explanation IV.- In case of a manufacturer who avails

the exemption under a notification based on the value

of clearances in a financial year and a service provider

who is an individual or proprietary firm or partnership

firm, the expressions, "following month" and "month
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of March" occurring in sub-rules (3) and (3A) shall be

read respectively as "following quarter" and "quarter

ending with the month of March".]

Sub-rule (4) has been Substituted w.e.f 1.4.2016

(4) No CENVAT credit shall be allowed on capital

goods used exclusively in the manufacture of

exempted goods or in providing exempted services

for a period of two years from the date of

commencement of the commercial production or

provision of services, as the case may be, other than

the final products or output services which are exempt

from the whole of the duty of excise leviable thereon

under any notification where exemption is granted

based upon the value or quantity of clearances made

or services provided in a financial year.

Provided that where capital goods are received after

the date of commencement of commercial production

or provision of services, as the case may be, the

period of two years shall be computed from the date

of installation of such capital goods.

Analysis:

No Cenvat credit on capital goods used exclusively

for manufacture of exempted goods or provision for

exempted services shall be allowed for a period of 2

years from the date of commencement of commercial

production or provision of service and where capital

goods are received after the date of commencement

of commercial production or provision of service, the

period of two years shall be computed from the date

of installation of such goods. However this provision

will not be applicable for SSI.

(5)  Omitted.]

(6) The provisions of sub-rules (1), (2), (3) and (4)

shall not be applicable in case the excisable goods

removed without payment of duty are either -

(i) cleared to a unit in a special economic zone or

to a developer of a special economic zone for

their authorized operations; or]

(ii) cleared to a hundred per cent. Export oriented

undertaking; or

(iii) cleared to a unit in an Electronic Hardware

Technology Park or Software Technology Park;

or

(iv) supplied to the United Nations or an international

organization for their official use or supplied to

projects funded by them, on which exemption of

duty is available under notification of the

Government of India in the Ministry of Finance

(Department of Revenue) No.108/95 Central

Excise, dated the 28th August, 1995, number G.

S R. 602 (E), dated the 28th August, 1995; or

(iva) supplied for the use of foreign diplomatic

missions or consular missions or career consular

offices or diplomatic agents in terms of the

provisions of notification No. 12/2012 Central

Excise, dated the 17th March, 2012, number

G.S.R. 163(E), dated the 17th March, 2012; or

(v) cleared for export under bond in terms of the

provisions of the Central Excise Rules, 1995; or

(vi) gold or silver falling within Chapter 71 of the said

First Schedule, arising in the course of

manufacture of copper or zinc by smelting, or

(vii) all goods which are exempt from the duties of

customs leviable under the First Schedule to the

Customs Tariff Act, 1975 (51 of 1975) and the

additional duty leviable under sub-section (1) of

section 3 of the said Customs Tariff Act when

imported into India and are supplied,

(a) against International Competitive Bidding;

or

(b) to a power project from which power supply

has been tied up through tariff based

competitive bidding; or

(c) to a power project awarded to a developer

through tariff based competitive bidding, in

terms of notification No. 12/2012 Central

Excise, dated the 17th March, 2012]

(viii) supplies made for setting up of solar power

generation projects or facilities.

Analysis :

Export of Exempted and non-exempted goods also

will be considered for exclusion for the purpose of

reversal of cenvat credit under Rule 6 of Cenvat Credit

Rules.

As per the rules, exports under bond is mentioned

under the exclusion list in Rule 6(6) of Cenvat Credit

Rules 2004. However export of exempted goods are

also treated as export under bond, since these goods

are excisable and exported under Nil rate of duty and
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Nil rate of duty is also the duty and therefore cenvat

will be allowed on the same and therefore are

excluded from the provisions of Rule 6.

The decisions of the following High Court:

• REPRO INDIA LTD. Versus UNION OF INDIA

[2009 (235) E.L.T. 614 (Bom.)]

• UNION OF INDIA Versus SHARP MENTHOL

INDIA LTD. [2011 (270) E.L.T. 212 (Bom.)]

• COMMISSIONER OF CENTRAL EXCISE Versus

DRISH SHOES LTD. [2010 (254) E.L.T. 417

(H.P.)]

• Commissioner v. Drish Shoes Ltd. - 2015 (322)

E.L.T. A112 (S.C.)]

(6A) The provisions of sub-rules (1), (2), (3) and (4)

shall not be applicable in case the taxable services

are provided, without payment of service tax, to a Unit

in a Special Economic Zone or to a Developer of a

Special Economic Zone for their authorised

operations.

Analysis :

Service provider is not required to reverse the Cenvat

credit, in case the services are provided to a Unit in a

Special Economic Zone or to a Developer of a Special

Economic Zone for their authorised operations.

(7) The provisions of sub-rules (1), (2), (3) and (4)

shall not be applicable in case the taxable services

are provided, without payment of service tax, to a unit

in a Special Economic Zone or to a developer of a

Special Economic Zone for their authorised

operations or when a service is exported or when a

service is provided or agreed to be provided by way

of transportation of goods by a vessel from customs

station of clearance in India to a place outside India.

Analysis

Sub-rule (7) is being amended so as to provide that

credit taken on inputs and input services used in

providing a service by way of "transportation of goods

by a vessel from customs station of clearance in India

to a place outside India" shall not be required to be

reversed by the shipping lines. It may be mentioned

here that this service presently qualifies as an

"exempted service" on account of Rule 10 of Place of

Provision of Supply Rules. Service by way of

transportation of goods by a vessel from customs

station of clearance in India to a place outside India

is being excluded from the definition of "exempted

service; by amending rule 2(e) of the rules as

discussed above. Amendment in sub-rule (7) coupled

with the corresponding amendment in the definition

of Exempted Service is aimed at allowing credit of

eligible inputs, input services and capital goods for

providing the said service and providing Indian

shipping lines a level playing field vis a vis the foreign

shipping lines. The credit available may be used by

Indian shipping lines to pay service tax on the services

of transportation of goods by a vessel from outside

India to the customs station of clearance in India,

which would become taxable w.e.f 1st June 2016 after

enactment of Finance Bill 2016.

(8) For the purpose of this rule, a service provided or

agreed to be provided shall not be an exempted

service when:

(a) the service satisfies the conditions specified

under rule 6A of the Service Tax Rules, 1994

and the payment for the service is to be received

in convertible foreign currency; and

(b) such payment has not been received for a period

of six months or such extended period as maybe

allowed from time to time by the Reserve Bank

of India, from the date of provision.

Provided that if such payment is received after the

specified or extended period allowed by the Reserve

Bank of India but within one year from such period,

the service provider shall be entitled to take the credit

of the amount equivalent to the CENVAT credit paid

earlier in terms of sub-rule (3) to the extent it relates

to such payment, on the basis of documentary

evidence of the payment so received.

Analysis

Cenvat credit pertaining to the services against which

payment is received in INR shall not be allowed,

considering the same as exempted service. Similarly

the portion of Cenvat credit shall not be allowed

pertaining to the services against which payment has

not been received from foreign client with in a period

of six months or such extended period as maybe

allowed from time to time by the Reserve Bank of

India, from the date of provision of service. However

payment is received after the specified or extended

period allowed by the Reserve Bank of India but within
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one year from such period, the service provider is

entitled to avail Cenvat credit equivalent to the

CENVAT credit paid earlier in terms of sub-rule (3).

Rule 7. Manner of distribution of credit by Input Service

Distributor

The input service distributor shall distribute the

CENVAT credit in respect of the service tax paid on

the input service to its manufacturing units or unit

providing output service or an outsourced

manufacturing units, as defined in Explanation 4,

subject to the following conditions, namely :-

(a) the credit distributed against a document referred

to in rule 9 does not exceed the amount of

service tax paid thereon;

(b) the credit of service tax attributable as input

service to a particular unit shall be distributed

only to that unit;

(c) the credit of service tax attributable as input

service to more than one unit but not to all the

units shall be distributed only amongst such units

to which the input service is attributable and such

distribution shall be pro rata on the basis of the

turnover of such units, during the relevant period,

to the total turnover of all such units to which

such input service is attributable and which are

operational in the current year, during the said

relevant period;

(d) the credit of service tax attributable as input

service to all the units shall be distributed to all

the units pro rata on the basis of the turnover of

such units during the relevant period to the total

turnover of all the units, which are operational in

the current year, during the said relevant period;

(e) Outsourced manufacturing unit shall maintain

separate account for input service credit received

from each of the input service distributors and

shall use it only for payment of duty on goods

manufactured for the input service distributor

concerned;

(f) Credit of service tax paid on input services,

available with the input service distributor, as on

the 31st of March, 2016, shall not be transferred

to any outsourced manufacturing unit and such

credit shall be distributed amongst the units

excluding the outsourced manufacturing units.

Explanation.-The provision of this clause shall,

mutatis-mutandis, apply to any outsourced

manufacturer commencing production of goods

on or after the 1st of April, 2016;

(g) Provisions of rule 6 shall apply to the units

manufacturing goods or provider of output

service and shall not apply to the input service

distributor.

Explanation 1.- For the purposes of this rule, ;unit;

includes the premises of a provider of output service

or the premises of a manufacturer including the

factory, whether registered or otherwise or the

premises of an outsourced manufacturing unit.

Explanation 2. -For the purposes of this rule, the

total turnover shall be determined in the same manner

as determined under rule 5:

Provided that the turnover of an outsourced

manufacturing unit shall be the turnover of goods

manufactured by such outsourced manufacturing unit

for the input service distributor.

Explanation 3.-For the purposes of this rule, the

relevant period' shall be, -

(a) if the assessee has turnover in the financial year'

preceding to the year during which credit is to

be distributed for month or quarter, as the case

maybe, the said financial year; or;

(b) if the assessee does not have turn over for some

or all the units in the preceding financial year,

the last quarter for which details of turnover of

all the units are available, previous to the month

or quarter for which credit is to be distributed.

Explanation 4.- For the purposes of this rule,

;outsourced manufacturing unit means a job-worker

who is liable to pay duty on the value determined under

rule 10A of the Central Excise Valuation

(Determination of Price of Excisable Goods) Rules,

2000 on the goods manufactured for the input service

distributor or a manufacturer who manufactures

goods, for the input service distributor under a

contract, bearing the brand name of such input

service distributor and is liable to pay duty on the value

determined under section 4A of the Excise Act.

Analysis :

1. Input service distributor can also distribute the

CENVAT credit in respect of the service tax paid
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on the input service to an "outsourced

manufacturing unit" along with its own

manufacturing units and units providing services

whether registered or otherwise.

For the purposes of this rule, ;outsourced

manufacturing unit means a job-worker who is

liable to pay duty on the value determined under

rule 10A of the Central Excise Valuation

(Determination of Price of Excisable Goods)

Rules, 2000 on the goods manufactured for the

input service distributor or a manufacturer who

manufactures goods, for the input service

distributor under a contract, bearing the brand

name of such input service distributor and is

liable to pay duty on the value determined under

section 4A of the Excise Act.

However credit of service tax paid on input

services, available with the input service

distributor, as on the 31st of March, 2016, shall

not be transferred to any outsourced

manufacturing unit and such credit shall be

distributed amongst the units excluding the

outsourced manufacturing units.

2. Following steps to be followed for distribution of

Cenvat credit through ISD

(a) The credit of service tax pertaining to specific

unit should be identified and distributed to

such unit only

(b) The credit of service tax attributable as input

service to more than one unit but not to all

units shall be distributed only amongst such

units to which the input service is attributable

and such distribution shall be pro rata on

the basis of turnover of previous financial

year.

(c) the credit of service tax attributable as input

service to all the units shall be distributed to

all the units pro rata on the basis of the

turnover of such units on the basis of

turnover of previous financial year.

(d) The Cenvat credit distributed against

invoice/challan etc. document should not be

more than the amount of service tax paid

thereon.

(e) Total turnover shall be calculated as per the

provision of Rule 5 of Cenvat Credit Rules,

2004 which is as follows.

"Total turnover" means sum total of the value of -

(a) all excisable goods cleared during the

relevant period including exempted goods,

dutiable goods and excisable goods

exported;

(b) export turnover of services determined in

terms of clause (D) of sub-rule (1) above

and the value of all other services, during

the relevant period; and

(c) all inputs removed as such under sub-rule

(5) of rule 3 against an invoice, during the

period for which the claim is filed.

(f) if the assessee has turnover in the financial

year' preceding to the year during which

credit is to be distributed for month or

quarter, as the case maybe, the turnover of

the said financial year to be considered for

calculation of pro rata for distribution ; or;

if the assessee does not have turn over for some

or all the units in the preceding financial year,

the last quarter for which details of turnover

of all the units are available, previous to the

month or quarter for which credit is to be

distributed.

(g) The turnover of an outsourced

manufacturing unit shall be the turnover of

goods manufactured by such outsourced

manufacturing unit for the input service

distributor.

(h) outsourced manufacturing unit has to

maintain separate account for input service

credit received from each of the input service

distributors and shall use it only for payment

of duty on goods manufactured for the input

service distributor concerned

(i) provisions of rule 6 shall apply to the units

manufacturing goods or provider of output

service and shall not apply to the input

service distributor

Check Points:

1. Cost accounting principles of allocation of

overheads as laid down in Cost Accounting

Standard No. 3 read with Generally Accepted

Cost Accounting Principles to be followed in case
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of allocation of Cenvat credit identified to

particular unit.

2. Similarly, principles of apportionment of expenses

as specified in Cost Accounting Standard No. 3

read with Generally Accepted Cost Accounting

Principles are to be followed while distributing

the Cenvat credit to more than one unit. When

the Cenvat credit pertaining to input services are

common to different units, these are to be

apportioned to those units only on an equitable

basis.

3. Balance common inputs should be apportioned

/ distributed based on the turnover ratio.

4. Ensure ISD is distributed only to the Units having

appearing in the ISD Registration. It may also

include the names and address of outsourced

manufacturing units. It is mandatory to include

such units in the ISD, since the wording is

mentioned as "Shall".

5. It is not the option to Distribute to particular unit

or not or otherwise except specifically mentioned

above.

Example

M/S PQR limited has a corporate office, one R & D

center, 2 marketing divisions, 3 warehouses, 4

manufacturing units. Breakup of turnover for the FY

2015-16 as per their monthly excise returns/ six

monthly service tax return is as follows

Amount in Rs

Sr.No. Particulars Exempted Export of Non- Export of Non Inputs

goods non-exemp- exempted exempted excisable removed Total

ted goods/  goods goods  goods as such

services

1 Turnover of unit 1 10000000 20000000 10000000 20000000 10000000 5000000 65000000

2 Turnover of unit 2 30000000 50000000 2000000 4000000 84000000

3 Turnover of service 50000000 50000000

4 Trading of goods 10000000 20000000

*COGS of traded goods 5000000 19000000 24000000

5 New unit 0 0 0 0 0 0

6 Jammu unit 20000000 20000000 40000000

Total eligible credit available at ISD 2000000

Credit attributed to unit 1 300000

Credit attributed to New unit 200000

Credit attributed to Jammu unit 200000

Credit attributed to Unit 2 100000

Credit attributed to trading 100000

Credit attributed to services 100000

Credit attributed to Unit 1, 100000

Unit 2 & new unit

Method of distribution of credit and amount distributed to each unit is as follows.
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Rule 7A. Distribution of credit on inputs by the

office or any other premises of output service

provider

(1) A provider of output service shall be allowed to

take credit on inputs and capital goods received,

on the basis of an invoice or a bill or a challan

issued by an office or premises of the said

provider of output service, which receives

invoices, issued in terms of the provisions of the

Central Excise Rules, 2002, towards the

purchase of inputs and capital goods.

(2) The provisions of these rules or any other rules

made under the Central Excise Act, 1944, as

made applicable to a first stage dealer or a

second stage dealer, shall mutatis mutandis

apply to such office or premises of the provider

of output service.

7B. Distribution of credit on inputs by warehouse

of manufacturer

(1) A manufacturer having one or more factories,

shall be allowed to take credit on inputs received

under the cover of an invoice issued by a

warehouse of the said manufacturer, who

Total turnover (as per Rule 5) Amount in Rs

Turnover of unit 1 65000000

Turnover of unit 2 84000000

Turnover of service 50000000

Trading of goods 6900000

New unit 0

Jammu unit 40000000

Total Turnover 245900000

Distribution of credit according to Rule 7 Amount in Rs.

Credit

Distribution of credit Specific attributable Common Total

to unit 1, unit 2 &

unit 2 & new unit

 unit 1 300000 43624 237902 581526

 unit 2 100000 56376 307442 463818

Service 100000 183001 283001

Trading of goods 100000 25254 746819

New unit 200000 0 0 1029820

Jammu unit 200000 146401 1776639

1000000 100000 900000 2000000

receives inputs under cover of invoices, issued

in terms of the provisions of the Central Excise

Rules, 2002, towards the purchase of such

inputs.

(2) The provisions of these rules or any other rules

made under the Excise Act as applicable to a

first stage dealer or a second stage dealer, shall,

mutatis mutandis, apply to such warehouse of

the manufacturer.

Analysis

Manufacturers with multiple manufacturing units can

maintain a common warehouse for inputs and

distribute inputs with credits to the individual

manufacturing units. Also a manufacturer having one

or more factories shall be allowed to take credit on

inputs received under the cover of an invoice issued

by a warehouse of the said manufacturer, which

receives inputs under cover of an invoice towards the

purchase of such inputs. Procedure applicable to a

first stage dealer or a second stage dealer would apply,

mutatis mutandis, to such a warehouse of the

manufacturer.
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Executive summary

The excise duty has been made applicable on

following Jewellery articles manufactured and cleared

w.e.f. 1st March 2016. The Jewellers are on strikes

since announcement of the levy leading to

considerable loss to the economy. This article covers

applicability of Central excise duties on Jewellery

manufacturing units and the issues which needs to

be considered by them as well as the Government.

The Government is firm on the levy however they

have agreed to form a High Level committee to

address the concern of the Jewellery manufacturing

industry for simplification in compliances. The issues

highlighted in the article if addressed then it can

certainly bring the ease in compliances.

Main Article

The excise duty has been made applicable on

following Jewellery articles manufactured and cleared

w.e.f. 1st March 2016:

¢ Gold Jewellery studded with pearls, diamonds,

other precious / semi-precious stones falling

under ITCHS 7113 19

¢ Gold Jewellery unstudded falling under ITCHS

7113 1910

¢ Platinum Jewellery unstudded falling under

ITCHS 7113 1950

¢ Silver Jewellery those studded with diamond,

ruby, emerald or sapphire falling under ITCHS

7113 11.

¢ Jewellery of other base metals falling under

ITCHS 7113 2000

¢ Parts of above falling under ITCHS 7113 1960.

For sake of brevity, below are the legal provisions

about the applicability of the levy and issues thereof.

1. Rate of Duty

The Jewellery manufacturer has following options

to pay the central excise duties,

¢ Option 1: Central Excise duty @ 12.5% (Tariff

Rate)

¢ Option 2 : Central Excise duty @ 1% subject to

condition number 16 mentioned in the

Notification 12/2012-CE as amended.

1.1 Issues to be addressed / looked into w.r.t.

rate of duty

a) Sr No 199 of the exemption notification 12/2012-

CE as amended time to time provides exemption

for central excise duties in excess of 1% subject

to condition number 16 mentioned in the

notification.

b) The condition 16 of the notification 12/2012-CE

states as under.

If the said excisable goods are manufactured

from inputs or capital goods on which

appropriate duty of excise leviable under the First

Schedule to the Excise Tariff Act or additional

duty of customs under section 3 of the Customs

Tariff Act, 1975 (51 of 1975) has been paid and

no credit of such excise duty or additional

duty of customs on inputs or capital goods

has been taken by the manufacturer of such

goods (and not the buyer of such goods) under

rule 3 or rule 13 of the CENVAT Credit Rules,

2004."

c) The condition clearly states that the manufacturer

is not entitle to take the credit of Inputs and

Capital goods.

d) In other words, the Jewellery manufacturers can

avail the credit of service tax paid on the input

services even while paying 1% Central Excise

duty.

2. SSI Exemption

¢ Higher Turnover limit has been specified for

claiming SSI exemption. Units having turnover

not more than 12 Cr in the previous financial year

will be entitled for claiming duty exemption upto

6 Cr. Necessary amendment are done in the

Notification 8/2003-CE as amended.

Applicability of Central Excise duties on

Jewellery w.e.f. 1st March 2016

Manoj Malpani, CA CMA

(manoj.malpani@bizsolindia.com) (+91 99700 61039)
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2.1 Issues to be addressed / looked into w.r.t.

SSI exemption

a) Limit for Intimation: The SSI Units having

turnover less than 6 Cr are not required to take

registration under the Central Excise. However

intimation will be required to be given after

crossing turnover of Rs 90 Lacs in the prescribed

format as per the Notification 36/2001-CE (NT)

as amended.This limit of 90 Lacs needs to be

necessarily increased from the point of Jewellery

manufacturers.

b) House mark not be treated as Brand Name:

SSI exemption is not entitled in case goods

manufactured under the brand name. Typically

all the Jewellers embosses "house mark" for the

purpose of identification of the jewellery.

Necessary clarification needs to be inserted in

the SSI notification (8/2003-CE) to clearly

mentioning that "an identity put by Jeweller or

the job worker, commonly known as "house

mark" shall not be considered as brand name".

This will avoid confusion from the mind of

Jewellers as well as Field formation while

determining the eligibility of SSI exemption.

This care has been taken for inserting explanation

3 to Rule 12AA of Central Excise Rules 2002 and

notifying the effective rate of duty on articles of

goldsmiths or silversmiths wares of precious

metals bearing a brand name falling under

chapter heading 7114 and gold coins bearing

the brand name. The same explanation needs

to be inserted in the notification no. 8/2003 CE.

c) Gross Turnover: The gross turnover of 12 Cr

will also include sale of exempted goods like

Silvery Jewellery (un-studded), unbranded

Silver-ware and Gold wares etc. This need to be

considered while claiming exemption under SSI

notification 8/2003-CE.

3. Valuation of goods

¢ As per Section 4 of the Central Excise Act, 1944,

the transaction value at the time and place of

removal of goods is the value for the purpose of

the Central Excise Duty.

3.1 Issues to be addressed / looked into w.r.t.

Valuation of goods

a) Fluctuation in prices: Gold / silver prices are

fluctuating every day. This leads to considerable

impact of the valuation of goods particularly in

cases where the goods are sold after the place

of removal i.e. sold from retail store after removal

from manufacturing location. Further jewellery

prices are decided based on market fluctuating

rate of gold and silver and thereafter making

charges are added and hence this will have

prime importance.

b) Valuation in case of removal of Jewellery to

retail stores: The jewellers will have one

manufacturing location and multiple retail

locations / sales joint. In such cases, the goods

will be removed from the manufacturing location

and will be cleared to various retail locations /

sales joint. As the Excise duty is payable at the

time of clearance of goods from factory, the

jewellery needs to be valued at the time of

clearances. Since, the transaction value is not

available at the time of clearance of goods, Rule

7 of the Central Excise Valuation (Determination

of Price of Excisable Goods) Rules, 2000 i.e.

Quote :

Rule 7.

Where the excisable goods are not sold by the

assessee at the time and place of removal but

are transferred to a depot, premises of a

consignment agent or any other place or

premises (hereinafter referred to as "such other

place") from where the excisable goods are to

be sold after their clearance from the place of

removal and where the assessee and the buyer

of the said goods are not related and the price is

the sole consideration for the sale, the value shall

be the normal transaction value of such goods

sold from such other place at or about the same

time and, where such goods are not sold at or

about the same time, at the time nearest to the

time of removal of goods under assessment.

Un-Quote :

It will be just impossible to ascertain and

thereafter reconcile with books of accounts. In

view of the same, simple provision w.r.t. gold

metal prices to be considered for determination

of assessable value and different provisions

needs to be inserted for such sectors.

c) Sale on approval basis: The jewellers

manufacturer clears also sales the goods on
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approval basis. In these circumstances the

jewellery is cleared to customer for their approval

and after approval from the customer the sales

is concluded. In such cases also the Rule 4 of

Central Excise Valuation (Determination of Price

of Excisable Goods) Rules, 2000may be

applicable so as to determine the value of goods

sold will be operations. Further there will be

difference in value which the excise duties are

discharged and transaction value.

d) Sale to related parties: In case the Jewellers

sales to "related party" then as per the Central

Excise Valuation (Determination of Price of

Excisable Goods) Rules, 2000, the value at which

the related party sales the jewellery will be

transaction value. It is extremely difficult to

establish the price at which the jewellery is sold

by the related party at the time of removal from

the manufacturing location. In such cases the

only option available with the manufacturer is

follow the procedure of provisional assessment

of goods. This will be cumbersome process.

e) Schemes (Discount/modification/remaking):

Gold / Silvery are most liquid commodities after

money. The buyer sells its old gold and buys new

jewellery. In such cases, the valuation needs to

be carefully done. Further, necessary records

also needs to be maintained w.r.t. basic sales

price of new Jewellery (on which is excise duty

is payable) and purchase price of old gold /silver

and net recoverable amount. Also many time the

manufacturer runs scheme for discount on

making charges those needs to be factored in

while valuation of Jewellery for the purpose of

Central Excise duty. Necessary clarification

should be issued by the CBEC.

In order to remove these complexities, the CBEC

should consider the valuation on the basis of Cost of

production + margin. The cost of production can be

standardised by applying the Cost Accounting

Standard - 4 (CAS-4). Alternatively central excise duty

has to be collected on actual transaction value on

monthly basis rather than determination of value on

each clearances. Monthly turnover of the company is

to be considered for payment of excise duty and the

same should be considered for the purpose of all other

taxes including VAT, CST and turnover reported in

the financial statement and income tax return. This

will simplify all the issues.

4. Manufacturing through job work

¢ The Jewellers gets jewellery manufactured from

small articians / job-worker. In case goods

manufactured from Job worker, the Jeweller are

required to follow the procedure mentioned in

Rule 12 AA of the Central Excise Rules, 2002.

4.1 Issues to be addressed / looked into w.r.t.

manufacturing through job worker

a) In Rule 12AA of the Central Excise Rules, 2002,

the Jeweller is required to send invoice to the

job worker giving all the particular except for date

and time of removal of goods. In other words,

there will be required to give the details of the

value of the jewellery on the invoice. As

mentioned above, the transaction value of the

Jewellery cannot be determined at the time of

removal of the goods. This will lead to

complication in complying the rules.

5. Cenvat Credit

¢ As mentioned earlier, the Jewellery manufacturer

will be entitled for the Cenvat Credit of the Input

Services as per Cenvat Credit Rules, 2004.

5.1 Issues to be addressed / looked into w.r.t.

Cenvat Credit

b) Reporting of Cenvat Credit in return: Though

the Cenvat Credit has been allowed on Input

services but the return notified i.e. ER-8 do not

provide for reporting of Cenvat Credit. This lead

to confusion on eligibility of the Cenvat Credit on

Input services.

c) Condition for 1% Central Excise Duty:

Jewellery manufactures also manufactures

branded Gold wares / Silvers wares which are

liable for 1% Central Excise duty subject to non-

availment of Cenvat Credit on Inputs and Input

Services as mentioned in condition 25 of the

Notification 12/2012-CE. The conditions for 1%

excise duty are different for Articles of Jewellery

and branded Gold wares and Silver Wares

leading to un-necessary complications.

It can be noted from the above that there is

considerable issues which are creating the jitters in

to the minds of the Jewellery manufacturers.

If government addresses above mentioned issues

with open mind then it can bring lot of relief to the

Jewellers.
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Customs
v Royalty paid for technical know-how:

Whether the raw material imported by the

appellant from their parent concern needs to be

loaded with the value of royalty paid by them to

parent concern. The technical know-how

agreement is in respect of finished goods to be

manufactured by the appellant in their factory

from the technical know-how received from

parent concern; the agreement does not talk

about or restrict the appellant to purchase or

procure raw materials only from the parent

concern - in the absence of any contrary

evidence, the loading of the value by the amount

of royalty paid by appellant is not in consonance

with the law settled by the higher judicial forum.

Appeal allowed. [2016-TIOL-689-CESTAT-

MUM]

v Valuation of Imported goods: Technical know-

how, drawing, design fee and engineering

services fee, post importation held not includible

in the transaction value of the imported goods.

The appellant imported raw materials and capital

goods from their related company. The DC (SVB)

in his order, ordered for adding of technical know-

how fee of US$ 3,75,000, drawing and design

fee of US$ 7,15,000 and Engineering services

fee of SFR 1,87,709 to the transaction value as

per Rule 4 (1) (c) of CVR 88.

The issue in question is whether or not cost

incurred on transfer of technical knowhow,

drawings, and design etc post importation of

goods is includible in the transaction value. The

ratio of the Apex Court judgment in

Commissioner of Customs, Ahmedabad Vs. M/

s. Essar Steel Limited is squarely applicable to

the facts of the present case as in the present

case also lumpsum fee related to technical

knowhow, drawing and design fee and

engineering services fee, which is not related to

the imported capital goods. The adjudicating

authority itself in his order clearly stated that the

relationship of the joint venture company where

the relationship between the supplier and the

appellant has not influenced the price of import

and in fact accepted the transaction value except

for loading the technical know-how fee, drawing

and design fee and engineering services fee. By

respectfully following the Apex Court decision

and also maintaining CESTAT's decision on the

point in issue, it must be held that the technical

know-how, drawing and design fee and

engineering services fee, are not includible in the

transaction value of the imported goods.

Accordingly, the impugned order of demand is

set aside and the appeal is allowed with

consequential relief. [2016-TIOL-688-CESTAT-

MAD]

Central Excise
v Cenvat credit on rejected articles: CENVAT -

Respondent assessee received rejected articles

of rubber back from their customer and availed

CENVAT credit in terms of rule 16 of CER -

assessee tried to reprocess the said returned

goods but on occasions the activity resulted in

scrap which was cleared on payment of duty on

the scrap value - Revenue sought reversal of

the credit availed but Commissioner (A) dropped

the proceedings initiated for recovery - Revenue

appeal to CESTAT. The procedure followed by

the assessee of paying duty on scrap value is

the correct position in law. [2016-TIOL-737-

CESTAT-DEL]

v Interest payable if refund not paid within

three months from the date of application:

Refund - Interest on delayed refund - Section

11BB - Interest payable if refund not paid within

three months from the date of application :

Manifestly, interest under Section 11BB of the
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Act becomes payable, if on an expiry of a period

of three months from the date of receipt of the

application for refund, the amount claimed is still

not refunded. Thus, the only interpretation of

Section 11BB that can be arrived at is that

interest under the said Section becomes

payable on the expiry of a period of three

months from the date of receipt of the

application under Sub-section (1) of Section

11B of the Act. It is obligatory on the part of the

Revenue to intimate the assessee to remove the

deficiencies in the application within two days

and, in any event, if there are still deficiencies, it

can proceed with adjudication and reject the

application for refund. The adjudicatory process

by no stretch of imagination can be carried on

beyond three months. It is required to be

concluded within three months. [2016-TIOL-21-

SC-CX]

v The respondents-assesses are manufacturers

of dissolved and compressed industrial gases

and allied products. These gases are transported

and supplied to the customers in tonners,

cylinders, carboys, paper cones and HDPE bags,

BIBs, pipeline and canisters, which may be more

conveniently referred to as Containers. Some

container items are provided by the assessees

and in some instances the customers bring their

own cylinders/containers. For providing the

containers, the assessees charge the customers

certain amounts under different heads. These

amounts are not reflected in the sale invoices

for the purpose of computation of assessable

value. The assessees treat the said amounts as

their income from ancillary or allied ventures.

The issue arising in all these appeals is whether

the aforesaid charges are liable to be taken into

account for determination of value for the

purpose of levy of duty in terms of Section 4 of

the Central Excise Act, 1944 as amended with

effect from 1.7.2000.

it clearly appears that, though in the backdrop of

different factual scenarios, two Coordinate

Benches (Three Judges) have taken what would

appear to be contrary views with regard to

purport and effect and the interconnection

between Section 3 and 4 of the Central Excise

Act, 1944.

In the above situation, we are of the view that

another Coordinate Bench should not venture

into the issues raised and even attempt to

express any opinion on the merits of either of

the views expressed in Union of India & Ors. Vs.

Bombay Tyre International Ltd. & Ors. and

Commissioner of Central Excise Vs. Acer Ltd. .

Rather, according to us, the questions referred

should receive consideration of a Larger Bench-

[AIT-2016-34-SC]

v Gold jewellery sold without using Brand

name: Gold jewellery sold in exclusive "Tanishq"

show rooms and the invoices/bills and the

certificate of authenticity etc. bear the appellant's

brand name "Tanishq" and the appellant's

decision to sell the jewellery without using logo

of "Tanishq" or "Goldplus" but affixed with the

markings of "Q" & "I" and sold through their

exclusive outlets/showrooms clearly falls within

the definition of "Brand name/Trade name of

Chapter Note 12 and the Explanation to the

Notification No.4/2005 dt.1.3.2005- jewellery

manufactured and cleared by the appellants

during the relevant period are branded jewellery

and chargeable to duty [AIT-2016-30-CESTAT]

v Valuation of Sale of Physician sample under

Section 4(1)(a) and not under Sec 4A:

Appellants engaged in selling the physician

samples to the distributors who were further

distributing the same free of cost - since there is

a transaction value available at which the goods

are sold by the assessee to the distributors, and

the same has not been challenged, the same

should be assessable value u/s 4(1)(a) of CEA,

1944 - Assessee appeal allowed.

Valuation - Physician samples - Revenue has filed

appeal on the ground that since the trade packs

are assessed u/s 4A of the CEA, 1944, samples

should also be assessed under rule 4 of the of

the CE Valuation Rules, 2000 - Physician samples

are not being distributed free of cost by CRL but

they are being manufactured on the job work

basis for the principal manufacturer and they are

being sent back to the principal manufacturer -

In view of above it is not open to the revenue to

demand duty on the value arrived at in terms of

rule 4 of the Central Excise Valuation Rules.
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Revenue's appeal dismissed & assessee's

appeal allowed. [2016-TIOL-821-CESTAT-

MUM]

v No Cenvat on Telecom Towers & Pre-

fabricated shelters: CENVAT Credit on

Telecom Towers & Pre-fabricated shelters -

Larger Bench says NO - Reference answered in

favour of Revenue : DELHI CESTAT [2016-

TIOL-539-CESTAT-DEL-LB]

Service Tax
v Bundle of services POP outside India:

Services provided by GoDaddy India Web

Services to GoDaddy US bundle of services -

place of provision is outside India; are export of

services and no Service Tax is payable:

The various support services proposed to be

provided by the Applicant to GoDaddy US are a

"bundle of Services" being naturally bundled in

the ordinary course of business and accordingly

is a single service, being business support

service, in terms of Section 66F of the Finance

Act.

The place of provision of business support

service provided by the applicant, is outside India

in terms of Rule 3 of the Place of Provision of

Service Rules, 2012.

The services to be provided by the applicant to

GoDaddy US would fall to be classified under

Rule 3 of the Place of Provision of Services Rules,

2012 qualify as export of taxable services in

terms of Rule 6A of the Service Tax Rules and

therefore remain non-taxable for purpose of

payment of service tax under the Finance Act.

By providing the payment processing services

to GoDaddy US, the applicant is not providing

any service to the customers of GoDaddy US in

India. - Ruling in favour of the applicant :

AUTHORITY FOR ADVANCE RULINGS [2016-

TIOL-08-ARA-ST]

v Refund of unutilised cenvat credit without

taking Central Excise registration : Service

Tax - Refund - Appeal against the order of

Tribunal with the question of law"whether the

provisions contained in Rule 3 and 4 of the

Service Tax Rules 1994 are mandatory or

procedural in nature and the service provider can

avail the benefit of availment of cenvat credit and

refund of unutilised cenvat credit without

registration." The Tribunal has followed the

decision of High Court in case of M/s.mPortal

India Wireless Solutions Private Limited,

therefore, it cannot be said that any substantial

question of law would arise for consideration.

Revenue has not been able to show any

provision even under Rule 5 of Cenvat Credit

Rules, which provides for condition precedent for

registration of the service provider.

No reason to take a different view than was taken

by co-ordinate Bench of this Court in case of

M/s. m Portal India Wireless Solutions Private

Limited - No substantial question of law arises.

Appeal dismissed. [2016-TIOL-441-HC-KAR-

ST]

v Service Tax on funds transferred in a cross-

border transaction - is not contemplated in

FA, 1994 : ST - Appellant has entered into

agreements with three providers who were held

to be rendering 'advertising agency services' it

would appear that these are intended to relate

to the activities of the appellant in relation to

export goods after their arrival in Ukraine - At no

stage are they required for any activity of the

appellant in India - Since the appellant has no

requirement of 'advertising agency service' for

manufacture and export of goods, the tax

demanded is not on consideration for a service

received in India but a tax on funds transferred

in a cross-border transaction - Such a tax is not

contemplated in FA, 1994 - appeal allowed:

CESTAT [para 18, 19] - Appeal allowed :

MUMBAI CESTAT [2016-TIOL-529-CESTAT-

MUM]

Income Tax
v Deemed Dividend: Any payment made by

assessee to an entity wherein the partners of

the assessee firm are shareholders, can not be

treated as deemed dividend in the hands of

assessee. Mere receiving of security deposit by

the assessee in respect of licence granted to an

entity to enter upon the land of the assessee for
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development purpose, would not amount to

accrual of income in the hands of assessee for

taxing purpose. Revenue's appeal dismissed.

[2016-TIOL-405-HC-MUM-IT]

v Notice cannot be issued in the name of dead

person: In case the initial notice for

reassessment u/s 147 was issued to a dead

person, the Revenue was unable to issue a notice

to the Legal Representative of the deceased

assessee u/s 147/148 within the period of

limitation, which would cause a plain illegality.

Assessee's appeal allowed. [2016-TIOL-398-

HC-DEL-IT]

v Power to extend time stipulated for passing

assessment order is to be necessarily

exercised before the normal expiry of the

limitation set in the law : The power to extend

time stipulated for passing assessment order is

to be necessarily exercised before the normal

expiry of the limitation set in the law.

Once the period of limitation expires, the immunity

against being subjected to assessment sets in

and the right to make assessment gets

extinguished.

Once the assessment gets time-barred, a major

right accrues in favour of the assessee and it

cannot be taken away by the Revenue.

Revenue's appeal dismissed. [2016-TIOL-23-

SC-CT-LB ]

VAT
v Interstate Transaction: Rule 28A(4)(c) supports

the interpretation and does not counter it. The

said rule exempts all intra-state sales including

subsequent sales. The reason for enacting this

clause is obvious. The intention is to exempt all

subsequent stages in the State of Haryana and

the eligible product can be sold a number of

times, without payment of tax. Intra-state sales

refer to sale between two parties within the State

of Haryana. Inter-state transaction results in

movement of goods from State of Haryana to

another State. Thus, clause (ii) of sub-rule 2(4)

refers to inter-state trade or commerce and the

notification does not refer to subsequent sales

as in case of Rule 28A(4) (c). Whether or not tax

should be paid on subsequent sales/purchase

in the other State cannot be made subject matter

of Rule 28A or the notification. Inter-State sale

from the State of Haryana will be only once or

not a repeated one. Therefore, there is no

requirement of reference to subsequent sale. In

this context, it is rightly submitted by the assessee

that there is only one inter-State sale from the

State of Haryana and the interpretation as

suggested by the revenue would tantamount to

making the exempted goods chargeable to tax,

and the said goods would cease to enjoy the

competitive edge given to the manufacturer in

the State of Haryana. It will be counter-

productive. [AIT-2016-33-SC]
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v EPFO decides to offer interest on dormant PF accounts from April 1, 2016.

v SC allows SEBI to sell off Sahara properties.

v Budget 2016 - Write off Pakistan Dues - 300 Crores.

v Cabinet decides to go for President's Rule in Uttaranchal.

v Mann ki Baat - PM lauds WCL for developing eco-friendly mine tourism circuit in Nagpur.

v 64% of India's population to be in working age group by 2020: MEA Secretary.

v Delhi VAT Collections have surpassed 20,000 Cr mark.

v Mallya-gate - one bad episode cannot undo good work done by Indian companies, says Sitharaman.

v Karnataka HC fixes hearing on April 11 in another Mallya case

v Mallyagate should trigger probe into NPAs & tax arrears as Nehru legacy

v IIM-A takes its MBA fee structure close to Rs 20 lakh

v Cabinet okays 'House For All' Scheme; to construct 2.95 Cr houses by 2022.

v CBDT clarifies even if Form 15G/15H is filed, interest income needs to be shown in return

v Union Cabinet approves 6% hike in existing DA for 50 lakh Govt employees

v Cabinet okays Ashgabat Agreement for facilitating transportation of goods between Central Asia and

Persian Gulf.

v Cabinet approves India-UAE MoU to mobilize investments into Infrastructure Fund.

v PM calls for integration of all land records with Aadhaar; expresses satisfaction over work towards Ease

of Doing Business.

v Cabinet approves World Bank support of USD 1500 mn to Swachh Bharat Mission.

v Central Registration Centre gets functional powers to process e-forms of registration.

v FM launches revamped Fasal Bima Yojana.

v Import dependence in Oil & Gas to be reduced by 10% by 2020: Minister

v Govt notifies fresh DTAA with Indonesia.

v Indian Navy deploys reconnaissance aircraft to Seychelles for surveillance of EEZ.

v Banks to have extended holidays for four days starting from Thursday.
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v IGI Airport Customs nabs Zimbabwean lady pax with Cocaine worth Rs 10 Crore.

v More than 50 killed in major blast in Lahore.

v Surat DRI detains two trucks carrying smuggled betel nuts evading Rs 2 Crore Customs

duty.

v Mehbooba all set to be first woman CN of Jammu & Kashmir.

v Customs Assistant Commissioner Arrested by DRI.

v Justice PermodKohli, former CJ of Sikkim HC, appointed as CAT Chairman.

v Lockdown in Brussels after blasts at airport, metro; at least 11 feared dead.

v President appoints four Addl Judges for Bombay HC - Swapna S Joshi, Kishor K

Sonawane, Sangitrao S Patil &KumariNutan D Sardessai.

v Maharashtra Advocate General ShreehariAney resigns amid remarks over separate

Marathwada state.

v Rs 1000 Cr bank fraud - CBI nabs CA in Udaipur.






